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NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established,
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882.
The Free Press was established In 1835, and
In 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

will place a MODERN GLEN
WOOD RANGE in your home.
Weekly terms can be arranged.
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Your old stove taken as part payment.
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Trials teach
••• Spurgeon.
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NflTf THE
TH,S 19^1
18 THE
M0ST ATTRACTIVE offer ever made.
PRICES ARE VERY REASONABLE AND TERMS
TO SUIT YOUR MEANS.
EXTRA CHARGE.

Furniture Co.
361 MAIN STREET

| KNOX COUNTY ELECTRIC COMPANY
Rockland, Maine, January 1, 1921.

NOTICE TO CUSTOMERS
Beginning Tuesday, February 1. 1921, all monthly bills for gas and
electricity in this district will be sent out as soofi as possible after meter

readings are obtained, instead of on the last day of the month as at

present.
Ellis will bear date of present meter readings and will cover charges
for service to that date. Bills will be due when presented and the same

discounts on gas and electricity will be allowed If payment is made
at our office (within ttn days of the date of the bill.)
We find it necessary to do this because meter readings are taken

practically every day in the month and the delay in rendering these
bill# causes misunderstandings.

II. P. BLODGETT,
District Superintendent.
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THE SHAW

AUTO

CO.

(of Bath)

H I» now making headquarters at FLYE’S
1 ROCKLAND, carrying in stock—

8

GARAGE,

PEERLESS, NASH, AUBURN AND
FRANKLIN CARS
W. HARRISON, Sales Manager

W.

m

For Knox and Lincoln Counties

WHY

throw your old tires away?

5tf

Have them made like new at the

AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
Rockport, Maine
Automobiles and Motorcycles overhauled and painted.
Electric Starting and “Lighting a Specialty
Storage Batteries Recharged and Stored for the winter
Agency for the WESTINGHOUSE STORAGE BATTERY
for all makes of cars
CALL AND SEE THE ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT FOR THE
ELECTRIC TROUBLES—BEST IN THE STATE

what

we are.— •••
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Arthur M. Lenfest Making Good On a
Syracuse Newspaper.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

K
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SMART VINALHAVEN BOY

WE DELIVER AND SET UP WITHOUT

Burpee

.o* *•*

*o<

The Post-Standard, published in
Syracuse, N. Y„ carries with it a little
pamphlet known as The Post-Script,
which is devoted to those retailers who
use the newspaper’s advertising col
umns. The December issue has some
thing of interest concerning a former
Vinaihaven boy—Arthur M. Lenfest,
who is on the advertising end of the
paper. Read what it says:
. . * •
When the big building boom breaks
in Syracuse, there are several dozen
dealers in building supplies who will
probably feel a lot of gratitude to
Arthur M Lenfest for the way in
which he has helped them to get the
Uon'H share of the business.
The Sunday Home Builder's pages
of The Post-Standard are where Lenfest’s advertising activities have been
especially in evidence ever since last
spring. These pages have been. han
dled in a way that has put The PostStandard near the top among all East
ern newspapers in its treatment of the
building industry. Lenfest is optimis
tic over 1921 building prospects and
knowft that many people in Ills line
will realize the benefits of their adver
tising. He is gratified to know that
the policy of the paper to do the ut
most to stimulate building will be
continued.
Lenfest, with more than five years
to tils credit as an advertising repre
sentative Of the Sampson-Murdock
Company of Boston and Syracuse,
came to The Post-Standard in March.
1920.
Having come in contact with Syra
cuse merchants through previous deal
ings he was already acquainted with
their progressive methods and ideas on
advertising. This progressiveness was
one of the determining factors which
led him to come to Syracuse;
Lenfest also has charge of all amuse
ment advertising and handles a variety
of other accounts.

Mrs. Carl E. Milliken, wife of for
mer Governor Milliken, is the proud
possessor of a picture of the Blaine
mansion that is absolutely new. It is
a pastel of the famous old residence
done by one of her guests at the
house last summer and is probably
one of the most attractive and strik
ing pictures of James G. Blaine's old
home in existence. The artist was
Mrs. Adriel U. Bird of this city, who
is widely known as a book illustrator
under the name of Esther Brock. She
is
the daughter-in-law of former
3 Councilor Elmer S. Bird of Rockland,
and, with her parents, was a guest of
Governor and
Mrs. Milliken last
summer. While there, she set up her
easel directly across State street
from the Blaine mansion and did in
pastel a picture of the house that is
not only a wonderful drawing, hut a
work of art because of the coloring
and general atmosphere. The finish
ed product was recently received by
Mrs. Milliken and is one of her most
cherished possessions.

Every issue of The Courier-Gazette
carries the home news of Knox county
to every State in the Union and to
many foreign lands.

R. F. CROCKETT, Prop.
ROCKPORT, MAINE

147-T-tf

AUGUSTA TALBOT
Violinist and Teacher

*

Pupil of Lillian Shattuck
I, Central St

Tel. 136-5

148-tf

Camden

UNDER FEDERAL
SUPERVISION
The Rockland National Bank is under federal
supervision, being a member of the Federal Reserve
Banking System. Have you considered the many ad
vantages this affords you?
X

Your Cheeking Account is invited with the assur
ance of every facility for your banking needs.

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Osteopathic Physician
36 SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Hours 9:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
Evenings by Appointment
Telephone 323.
1-tf

MARIANNE CROCKETT

Vocal Teacher
8tudio—18 Maple Street, Rockland
Telephone 498-R.

l«-tf

The Rocklan d National Bank
Rockland, Maine
j

MEMBER FEDERAL "RESERVE SYSTEM ill;
MIGHT PHONE 781-W.

•AY PHONE 456.

AMBULANCE CALLS
With careful and experienced men In
charge, gives prompt attention. We
use the utmost care and good Judg
ment in handling all cases.

COLONIAL .
RESTAURANT
Formerly Loring’s
Located at 282 Main Street
Opposite V. F. Studley’s and next
door to Boston Shoe Store
—Serving—

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY

The same good foods and Special

UNDERTAKING DEPARTMENT

Dinner at the same small prices

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ORDER COOKING AT ALL TIMES

OPEN ALL NIGHT

THE BETHEL MISSION

Volume

EAST COAST STOCKHOLDERS

How It Sent Santa Claus Into
the Island Communities of Will Be Interested |n Statement Made By Corporations’
Service Bureau—Commissioner Sm\th In Limelight.
Penobscot Bay.
One of the most interesting reports
of Christmas and charitable work this
winter is that of tl\e Penobscot Bay
Bethel Mission, the headquarters of
which is at Rockand, Rev. J. L. Corson,
its superintendent, says:
‘The Mission has been playing Santa
Claus and assisting the needy families
for 15 years and this winter is no ex
ception.
“Few people realize the isolation of
the children on the islands and Isolated
stretches of coast. Many of the fami
lies are making a good living, but sick
ness, large families and old age often
bring the ‘wolf to the door. The Iso
lation makes such cases a double hard
ship to the little folk, and without out
side help there would be much suffer
ing, and no Christmas joy for the chil
dren. We have supplied more families
with clothing this winter so far than
any for eight years. That year we
supplied 49 families, but we hope this
winter will not duplicate that.
“There Is no more satisfactory work
done by this Mission than that of giv
ing the children a happy Christmas.
Every child and many adults In the
needy families were supplied with
Christmas cheer. And that they ap
preciate what is being done for them
is evidenced by the letters we are re
ceiving from the mothers.
“One mother writes: ‘Dear Mr. Cor
son, I gave up the belief in Santa Claus
quite a few years ago, but it came back
to me when I opened the box you sent.
I tell you‘I am some proud of my suit,
and the sweaters were just what the
girls needed, and Tom’s cap too. All
the things were fine and I thank you
very much.’
“Four old ladies living together, the
youngest 72 and the oldest 82, says:
May God bless you for what you have
done for us. We feel to thank you for
we should have suffered with cold.’
‘The mothers write of the more
practical things sent. If the children
should write they would tell of the de
lights of dolls, .toys, books, games and
the usual things that are the joy of
childhood, for every child was fur
nished with these delights.
"Several years ago we were unable
to send the boxes in time for Christmas
a the shipments to us was delayed in
transit. The stories of grieved child
hood as told by the methers when 1
next went to the islands would have
moved a heart of stone. The thanks of
these people are pot for us but for
those who sent in the supplies the list
of which we are glad to give:
‘Miss Abbie Eveleth, Hallowell; Mrs.
Clara Moody, Auburn; Mrs. Luie Ames,
Dark Harbor; Pittsfield W. C. T. U.;
Richmond W. C. T. U.; Mrs. B. P.
Blodgett, Bucksport; Augusta W. C. T.
U.; Ladies' Aid Baptist church. South
Paris; Mrs. .1. P. Garland. Winslow;
WlWit-so-ev^r Guild of Baptist church
Oakland; Orono W. C. T. U.; Miss
Mary Duren, Bangor; Miss Ellen .1.
Small, Gray; Foxcroft W. C. T. U.;
Corea Red Cross; Hampden Red Cross;
Bangor W. C. T. U.; Junior Depart
ment United Baptist S. S., Augusta;
South Durham W. C. T. U.; Stillwater
W. C. T. U.; Jackson W. C. T. U.; Miss
Lizzie B. Higgins, Skowhegan; Miss
Gertrude Kidder, Everett, Mass.
“Much credit is also due our own
Ladies' Auxiliary the membership of
which is made up of Rockland women.
They have made many garments for
special cases.”
,
,

tunity for profit through investment in
its secluritles."
According to Fishing Gazette, “stock
salesmen were provided with literature
in which Dr Smith was quoted. Each
salesman was provided with a portfolio
of these exhibits as a part of the stock
selling equipment.
In approaching
prospective customers the salesmen
freely used Dr. Smith’s name and hun
dreds were referred to him for an opin
ion on the soundness of the project.
During this period arrangements were
made for the commissioner to attend
(he launching of the company's first
trawler, which was scheduled to be a
star demonstratidn for stock-selling
purposes.”

The Corporations’ Service Bureau, plies to the foregoing queries we are
which announces that it has been advising stockholders not to deposit
•
mployed by stockholders of the East their stock with any committee.
Very respectfully,
Coast Fisheries Co., and East Coast (Signed)
Corp. Service Bureau,
Fisheries Products Com|>any to make
Carlton Godfrey, President.
• * * *
a complete examination of these com
General Goethals, the Receiver, will,
panies and to protect the interests of
no doubt willingly furnish this In
the stockholders, made a preliminary formation. His office has already in
CLARK’S ISLAND GAPED
report in the current issue of “Cor formed the Bureau that the East
porations,” a financial newspaper. Coast Fisheries Company was incor When the People Thought That Some
The report is prefaced by a summary porated under the laws of Maine, May
body Had Done Bloody Murder.
24, 1917; and that prior to October 5,
of the financial statements attached 1920, the officers of that Company
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
to the bills or petitions under which were I. M. Taylor, President; F. O.
Also now comes Brother Boze, with
Gen. George W. Oocthals of New Benzer, W. F. Birch, Richard Cole,
another Chinese Puzzle. Where In
Norman,
Secretary
and
Treasurer;
York and Harry M. Vcrrlll of Port
Sam Hill is "Qabbletown?
Boze
Directors: W. E. Aughinbaugh, F. O.
land were on Nov. 13 appointed re Bezner, W. F. Birch, Rochard Cole, says he taught school there. For
ceivers. The detailed figures have al Irving Cox, E. H. Jacob, William M. classical names for villages and
hamlets, give us the town of St.
ready been published in The Courier- McFarlane, L. G. Nagle, Mark W.
George.
Norman,
O.
L.
Schwencke,
I.
M.
Tay

Gazette.
Tonight I received a card from L.
lor and Walter P. Wells.
• • * •
E. Fogg, who says that the news of
He
has
also
informed
it
that
the
Follows the notice to stockholders
renewed activities in the paving cut
just issued by Corporations’ Service East Coast Fisheries Products Com ting line at Clark’s Island, mentioned
pany
was
incorporated
under
the
laws
Bureau:
in this paper, is a mistake. It Is at
A preliminary examination of the of Maine on September 2nd, 1919, and Ihe farm of Noah Andrews about a
that
prior
to
October
5th,
1920,
the
affairs of these companies convinces
mile or so this side of the island.
the Bureau that the assets as set out officers of the company were: I. M.
That reminds me of a Joke prac
in the above statements are very se Taylor, President: W. F. Birch and ticed on the good citizens of that
Richard Cole, Vice-Presidents; Mark
riously overvalued.
neighborhood by some youngsters,
A committee, of which Louis V. W. Norman, Secretary and Treasur which may he remembered by some
Bright is chairman, is now urging er: Directors: W. E. Aughinbaugh, F. of the old-timers. A sheep, said to
stockholders to place their shares in O. Benzer, W. F. Birch, Richard Cale, belong to Mr. Andrews, had been
Irving Cox, Gordon Dexter, Richard
its hands.
freshly killed by a dog. On a Sunday
It is the advice of this bureau that A. Hudnut, Mark W. Nornian, Frank morning these lads found it, and
stockholders refuse to deposit their lin Remington, Benjamin F. Smith conceived the idea of creating a sen
stock with any Committee, at least and 1. M. Taylor.
Also that on October 5th, 1920, the sation. One of them had a wicked
until they have much fuller knowl
looking knife that had at one time
edge of all of the business and finan George W. Gothals & Company, belonged to some Italian. This they
entered
into
a
contract
by
which
it
cial transactions of these Companies,
smeared with blood, then procured
and certainly until Gen. George W. agreed to undertake the management an old coat and treated that likewise.
of
both
companies
and
their
con

Goethals, president of, and one of the
These they took down to the bridge,
receivers, of each of these companies, trolled companies and the supervision and after smearing some blood on a
of
their
operations;
and
at
the
same
shall give the stockholders complete
big stone, and arranging the coat and
detailed information such as Is asked time General George W. Goethals be knife, they ran home to tell their
came
President
of
both
companies
in the following letter:
and still retains that position; and fathers what they had discovered. In
• * • •
that George H. Houston, John C. Jay, less than an hour nearly all the in
December 22, 1920.
and
Emanuel Lascris were added to habitants of the island were at the
General George W. Goethals, Presi
the
Board
of Directors of the East bridge to help unravel the murder
dent East Coast Fisheries Company
(,
’
oast
Fisheries
Products Company; mystery. Many waited until the tide
and East Coast Fisheries Products
went out, hoping to find the body.
Company, and one of the Receivers and that about that time the follow
Work is scarce in Camden now.
ing became officers of both com
of both Companies.
The shop where I was employed has
Dear Sir:—Will you kindly reply to panies:
I. M. Taylor, Chairman of the closed down Indefinitely. Some of
the following inquiries for the infor
the men have gone in the woods,
mation of stockholders of these com- board; George W. Goethals, Presi others have left town, some are just
panics? This information Is espe dent: Charles O. Poor, Vice-President hanging on by their eyebrows, mark
cially necessary just at this time that and general manager; F. B. Fish, ing time. To keep her courage up. I
the stockholders whom we represent SecretAry and Treasurer; I. G. Blau sing to my wife this song, “When
may promptly decide whether or not velt, Assistant Treasurer; G. B. Whit McGinnis Finds a Job:”
to deposit their stock with the Com ing, Vice-President; and F. K. Bos Last winter was a hard ouv, Mre Riley, did
mittee of which Mr. Louis V. Bright worth, Assistant Treasurer (for sign
you sjiv ?
ing of stock certificates.).
It's nieself who ou«ht to know that, for many'!
is chairman.
the long day,
The par value of the preferred
1. When the East Coast Fisheries
Your husband's not the only one tlml sat
Company issued its capital stock fot stock of each of these companies is
against the wall.
$10,000,000, and the East Coast Fish $100 per sharei On December 8th, There was my old man McGinnis, he had ne’er
a job at all.
eries Products Company issued its 1920, S00 shares of Preferred Stock of
But cheer up, Mrs, Riley,
capital stock for $9,957,756, did each the East Coast Fisheries Company
Don't give way lo the blues,
company receive cash, or other assets were sold at public auction at Phila
For you and 1 we’ll cut a shine,
Xew bonnets and new shoes.
intrinsically worth and actually mar delphia for $4.00 per share; and at
It’s nieself that's done a-crying,
ketable for a sum, equal to the par the same time, 520 shares of preferred
No more I’ll sigh and soil.
stock
of
East
Coast
Fisheries
Prodvalue of stock issued?
Sure, I'll wait till times gets better,
And McGinnis Hilda a job.
How much stock was issued at uctsc. Company, brought $4.00 per
share.
par for cash? How much for services
Tlie pbliticlans promised work upon the Boule
Stockholders who wish to join the
vard,
or property purchased, respectively;
And there with pick and shovel to throw dirt
and to whom was such stock issued movement to recover losses sustained
into a cart,
and in what amounts; and was any in these two companies are advised Six months ago they promised him that work
not
to
deposit
their
stock
with
any
he
’d surely get,
such stock so issued to any director
And believe me, Mrs Riley, he has got that
committee at present
or officer of either Company?
promise yet.
Correspondence should
he with
3. What salaries or other compen
M. M. Brown.
sation were paid, or agreed to be paid, Corporations' Service Bureau, 315
Camden, Jan. 12.
to the officers and managers of theOe Trust Building, Atlantic City, N. J.
•e «
two companies?
FRIENDSHIP’S FAST ONES
COM’R SMITH’S LETTER
4. How much in the aggregate was
paid in commissions, salaries and
No Match For Pansy B. and Tony
other expenses, or was contracted to Endorsement By National Fisheries
Says This Thomaston Scribe.
FAMOUS BELASCO COMEQY
be paid, for the sale of the capital
Head Helped Boom Sale of East
stock, and to whom were these pay
Coast Stock.
For the last three months Thomas
‘The Boomerang” Is Coming To Park ments made? Was there any com
ton has been well heated by the hot
Theatre Jan. 21 Identical With City mission paid, or stock Issued, direct
The following clipping from the New
ly or indirectly, for property pur York Times adds another interesting air which has come from the direc
Production.
tion of Friendship and Waldoboro lit
chased? If so, how much, and to
chapter to the story of the East Coast. regard to their fast horses.
Rarely has such a splendid cast of whom?
• • • •
Wednesday, Jan. 12, at Cranberry
5. If there are affiliated or con
players been gathered together in a
The East Coast Fisheries Company, Bog. Friendship, the big race took
trolled companies, please give simi
single play as in "The Boomerang," the lar information concerning each such which went into the hands of a receiver place. The roll call was to be the
comedy, which David Belasco will company as is asked for in the fore In November, together with the East following:
Coast Fisheries Products Company, an
Lester Burns, Robert W.; E. A.
bring to Park Theatre, Friday, Jan. 21. going questions.
affiliated enterprise, after the $10,000- Burns, black colt; Hilton brothers, two
6.
In
the
lists
of
assets
of
the
East
It is a well-known fact that Mr. Be
000 stock of the first company had been horses; Ed, Winslow,
Pansy B.;
lasco never sends out duplicate com Coast Fisheries Company prepared sold and many sales of the $50,000,000 Fred Thornton, Tony; Jim Benner,
for
that
company
by
Harris.
Latter
panies in Belasco successes. It would
stock of .the second company had been gray: Virgil Morton, four-year-old;
have richly rewarded Mr. Belasco to * Co., certified public accountants, made, was endorsed by Dr. Hugo M. Charles Wallace, road horse.
contained
in
the
Bill
or
Petition
for
organize special companies to present
Smith, United States Commissioner of
Lester Burns and Hilton Brothers
Receiver, appear the following items: Fisheries, as “a safe investment,"
this play on tour, but to all such en
didn’t show up; Jim Benner had a
'Property
rights,
$5,000,000;
”
“
De

treaties he has turned a deaf ear, in
promising “handsome returns," accord punctured tire on his sulky, and was
sisting that the theatregoers of Rock ferred $122,346.57;” "organization ex ing to charges made in Fishing Ga wiped off the slate.
penses
$20,678.09;
”
"suspense
$30,land and the other cities where the
zette, the official organ of the fishing
The other fellows were right there.
comedy will later be presented, are 108.70.” Have these items any real industry.
Both Morton’s and Wallace's horses
value
as
assets,
and
if
go
what
is
that
entitled to see the original production
The publication in Its current issue made a good showing but Thomaston
just as much as New York and Chicago real value in each case, in your own prints a facsimile of Dr. iSmith’s letter, was too much for them, and took
judgment?
Please
give
US
the
items
were.
which It declares was used by sales home all the honors. Pansy B. was
"The Boomerang” is in three acts making up “Investments $873,735.66' men all over the ountry for stock-sell first, always, bringing home the larg
also
appearing
in
the
same
statement
ing purposes. It also charges that th'e er share; Tony the rest.
and its fun is of the cleverest and wit
tiest kind. It deals with the foolish of assets and give the value"'of each commissioner bought eight shares of
You will not get much of an Idea
of
these
items
in
your
own
judgment.
preferred stock In the East Coast Fish
jealousy of a lovesick youth in a man
7. In the list of assets of the East eries Company for $800, which, how of the race from this piece, probably,
ner that is said to be irresistible. For
hut we haven’t space enough to give
the first time in a play at least, a Coast Fisheries Products Company, ever, he sold before the company’s further, information.
However, we
physician is called in to effect a cure prepared for that company by Harris affairs were taken over by Gen. George want to ask one question through
for lovesickneRs. As simple things are Latter & Co., certified public account W. Goethals as receiver.
your paper: Does Johnny Winch, of
The text of Dr. Smith's letter as re
usually considered the most difficult, ants, and contained in the Bill or
Friendship eat a lunch before going
and as this physician is inexperienced Petition for Receiver, appear ihe fol produced by Dr. Smith bears date of to bed nights? He must, as nothing
though exceedingly efficient, he goes to lowing items: ’’Subscribers to stock Nov. 2, 1917, on the stationery of his else would cause such dreams as we
work without delay. The patient, Budd $1,735,947.15;” "‘Goodwill, copyrights, residence in Washington and follows;
hear he bus been having. One of them
trademarks, etc., $1,825,675.06;’’ “De
“Dear Sir—Please accept my apology
Woodridge, is the victim of a heart
is that Robert W. always beats Pansy
less coquette, Grace Tyler.
Budd has ferred, $105,763.33;” “Capital stock, for delaying my reply to your recent
B. lh a race. Mr. Winch's dream has
been wooing her in the old eloquent discount and commissions, $1,879,675," letter regarding the East Coast Fish
Have eries Company. I have been out of yet to aterlalize. "Enurt said.”
self-sacrificing
manner
and loses and “Deficit, $1,514,039.57.”
There will be another race soon at
weight in doing it. In fact, he is on these items any real value as assets town.
Warren.
Everybody
“I have had occasion to examine the South Pond,
the verge of a complete nervous break and if so what is their real value in
will be welcome.
down when the physician takes in the each case in your own Judgment. plans and note the prospects of this
“One of the Fans."
situation and gets Budd's mind off the Please give us the Items making up company, and have become satisfied
adored one and her careless cruelty by “current assets $1,196,784.83,” and af that it is in position to do a very large
telling him that he is the victim of filiated Companies SI,176,911.95," ap and remunerative business. No more YOUR FAVORITE POEM
germs. In a month’s time the physi pearing in the same statement of as favorable time could have been chosen
THE TEMPEST
cian agrees lo show results, and he sets, and give the real value of each for launching a new fishery company,
We were crowded In the cabin,
undertakes to arcomlish his purpose of these Items In your own judgment. for the country is fish hungry, and the
Not
a
soul
would dare to sleep.
8. If capital stock was Issued, di demand for fish food far exceeds the
by placing Budd in the charge of a
It was midnight on ihe waters
beautiful nurse, and
playing her rectly or indirectly, for property pur supply and will continue to do so. It
And a storm tfas on the deep.
against Grace Tyler’s jealousy as an chased by either of the above com is mjr opinion that the stock of this
*Tls a fearful thing In winter
antidote to bring Grace to time, for panies or by any controlled company company Is a safe Investment, and 1 do
To be shattered by the blast,
she really cares for Budd. Incidentally for an amount greater than the actual not see how it can fail to yield hand
And to hear the rattling trumpet
Thunder, “Cut away the mast!”
the doctor suddenly realizes that he market value of such property; or if some returns.
"Very truly yours,
himself has fallen in love with the property was purchased for cash for
So we shuddered there In alienee,
"(S.) H. M. Smith,"
nurse, and the amusing incidents which more Than Its actual value, or, if more
For the stoutest held his breath.
While the hungey sea was roaring,
e * • e
follow give the comedy its title.—adv than a reasonable compensation was
And the breakers talked of Death.
paid for services in the sale of capi
"Dr. Smith,” says Fishing Gazette,
As thus we sat in darkness.
President-elect Warren G. Hard tal stock of these two companies or “has been in the Bureau of Fisheries
Each one busy In his prayers,
ing, who recently became a 32d de (heir controlled companies, or either for over thirty-four years and as Com
“We are lostl” the captain shouted
As he staggered down the stairs.
gree Mason, and who is a Mystic of them, will you promise to take missioner since 1913, has jurisdiction
Shriner will not be able to attend proceMUpgs- to compel reimbursement over the fisheies so far as FMeral reg
But his little daughter whispered.
the Masonic Food Fair in this city of the excess so paid, by suit, if nec ulations are concerned. He is looked
As she took his Icy hand,
“Isn’t God upon the ocean
upon as the leading authority on all
Feb. 21-28, lint almost everybody essary ?
Just
the same ss on the land?**
fishery
matters
and
general
overseer
of
You are in a position to furnish this
else is expected. Wonderful prepara
tions are being made ■ for this big information without delay and its the Industry. Notwithstanding this, he
Then we kissed the little maiden.
And we spoke In better cheer.
event, which is expected easily to prompt receipt will be of great assist saw fit to bestow special favors upon
And we anchored safe In harbor
the East Coast Fisheries, by written
eclipse any other food fair ever held ance to the stockholders.
When the morn was shining clear
Pending the receipt of detailed re and oral statements as to great oppor
—James T. Fields.
here.
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agon, going around to the back of it
where Bartlett was standing. The
latter immediately struck at him.
_________ THBEE-TIHE8-AWEEK_________
necking tiff his glasses. Directly
fter, Charles Bartlett appeared on
Rockland, Maine, January 13. 1921
Assault
and
Battery
Charges
Before
Supreme
CourtPersonally appeared Prank S. Lvddie. who
the scene and joined in the attack
on oath declares that he ia pressman In the
Hurds, Father and Son, Indicted For Rape of Child- Noyes states that he was then struck
office of tile Rockland Publishing Co . and that
of the issue of The Courier-Gazette of Jan. 15.
behind the ear and became upeon1921, there was printed a total of 6.080 copies
Other Cases.
ious.
Before me,
PRANK B. MlI.I.Elt,
All of this, according to witness, oc- I
Notary Public.
urred in the highway. He did not
The suddt'n collapse of the Hoyden capture is merely a matter of time he said, intend to fight when he left
GOV. PARKHURST IMPROVES
the wagon. He had heard of William
divorce suit Saturday morning left however.
Announcement was made by coun Bartlett as high tempered and a
The serious illness of Governor Park the Supreme Court somewhat “ up ill sel Monday morning that the case of
lighter. He did not take with him
hurst, coming upon him suddenly he air’’ for material for its delibera Pearl G. Willey vs. Vtterback-Glea- Ither the whip or the hammer when
shortly, after his induction into office, tions. Several other eases were as son Co., arising several years ago he got down.
I’ppon cross examination, Noyes
for a time caused grave concern in Au signed for the day. liut all of there from an automobile smash up near
Bangor, had been settled, and the stated that he is 48 years old; that he
gusta circles, hut the Governor’s strong petered out for some reason or other
knew of the accident io Charles
matter is now finally off the docket.
constitution enabled him to throw off and the day was perforce spent in
* » ♦ *
Bartlett which prevented him from
the diphthretic infection and he is now the hearing of divorce libels, none of
Monday was devoted to the cross doing heavy work; that the fights
handsomely on the way to recovery. A
hieh however rivalled the proceed actions arising from a fracas between which he knew William to have par
well-ordered life, with attention paid ings of Friday in their clpim on pub- j Tileston B. Xoves on the one side and ticipated in were 25 years in the past:
Charles E. and William F. Bartlett on that he tore off a part of William’s
to the essentials of exercise and proper c interest.
the other, last August. Assault and sweater in the scuffle: that his glass
eating, prove a great asset to a man
Tils ease of George A. Barlow vs. liatter.v is .charged hv both sides in es were not broken when knocked off
rank C, Knight, tirst on the assign the controversy.
Dr. W. F. Hart, who attended
when he arrives at a period in life
Parties are ail residents at Hope Noyeg after the fight, stated that he
when most men allow themselves to ed list, was entered "neither party"
fter a consultation by the counsels, Corner. The Bartletts are brothers,
called there in the forenoon, the
slow up and step aside from active re
Messrs. Smalley and Johnson. De and Charles may be remembered as light having taken place at about
sponsibilities. Governor Parkhurst went fault was entered in the case of S. B. having fallen off a load of haV several .30 in the morning. He found the
through the long and extraordinarily Haskell et ai vs. S. F Prosser. T. R. vera.s ago and landed in the limelight patient bruised and cut about the
arduous campaigns of the primaries Savage Co. vs. James Dondis was set of publicity by breaking his neck and face and head, an abrasion behind
and the election with the elasticity of forwward to the end of the trial list later making a fairly complete recov one ear' and one shoulder swelled as
by agreement.
ery
if from a strain. He was unconscious
a man twenty years younger, issuing
Berry Bros. Co. vs. Myra Hallowell
The row which gave rise to the until late afternoon or early evening
at the end of it heavier in weight and et als was assigned for Saturday af present court proceedings happened
was confined' to bed for about
feeling fresh enough to go at it again ternoon.
Tills suit arose several eh August 24, 1920. Both sides admit three weeks and has not heen fit for
years ago. when defendants hired a having felt some slight irritation by regular work yet. On Cross examina
if necessary.
horse and carriage from plaintiff reason of the cancelling of arrange tion, witness stated that his patient's
•ompany. While driving, it happened ments under which Mr. Noyes had injuries were slight in appearance,
THE BATES DEBATERS
that the hors? arrived upon the been hiring pasture land from the but that the abrasions on the scalp
Southend railroad crossing just in Bartletts for several years previous. might have indicated sufflfficient conPresident Gray explained his elation time to intercept a rapidly moving This, and the fact that.some cows be ussicn to account for his long unof spirits as he stepped into a Kockland train, as a result of which eonjune- longing to Noyes had been developing onseiousness. He did not believe
pulpit Sunday rtorning by the fact tion the animal was none too neatly “breachy” traits and invading the that he had be^n deceived by any de
that Bates College the evening before divided, half of him being found on territory of the bretheren, furnished liberate attempt on the part of Noyes
one side of the trac ks, the remainder whatever casus belli was necessary to to exaggerate his symptoms, as was
had defeated Harvard in the debating
intimated by counsel on cross exam
on the other side. Since which oc precipitate the trouble.
contest, the second time in successive currence the horse has been practi
On* the morning in question, Noyes ination.
Dr. C. H. North testified to making
years that the Maine College has thus cally useless, for driving purposes. A was driving past the Bartlett house
served its doughty Masftichusetts rival. preliminary discussion of the ease on his way to the pasture to repair an X-ray negative of Noyes’ skull
Dr. Gray was unable to hear the de however developed that there was not the fences. A controversy arose be which showed a fracture. Y-shaped,
sufficient evidence of negligence on tween him and William Bartlett. above the left eye. He admitted that
bate owing to his Rockland fngage- the part of defendants to sustain the Noyes alighted from his wagon and it was not always possible to deter
ment, but he sat up at the hotel until charge, and a non-suit was entered. the two men were soon engaged in a mine from the X-ray negatives how
midnight to get news of it. In some 45 Miles for plaintiff: Withee for de brisk tight, in which Charles Bartlett long ago a fracture was caused.
then took part, assisting his brother
Further evidence as to Noyes’ con
of these inter-collegiate debates, lie fendant.
Who started the hostilities, whether dilion after the fight was given by his
said. Bates has been 37 times the win
The Grand Jury completed its duties undue force was used on either side, wife, and by Dr. Hutchins of Cam
ner. We do not wonder that the doctor Saturday noon, five indictments being and what weapons came into play den.
• • • •
is proud of the institution to whose found. Three of these were not made and in whose hands, are controversal
Charles Bowley of Hope testified to
charge he has lately been called—and public however. The two which were points. There seems to be little doubt
it cannot long remain a secret that the announced were against Charles and which way the tide of battle set, seeing the tight and said that William
Chester fluid. tl)e former for rape however, as it is admitted ’ that tne Bartlett took the hammer from Noyes'
college and all associated with its man and indecent liberties committed up Bartletts were in condition to make wagon and used it in the fight, and
agement are reciprocally proud of the on a minor child; the later for rape port under their own power after the that Charles armed himself with the
cultured and brilliant gentleman whom upon the same child. The case was fracas, while Noyes was conveyed to whip. Noyes was knocked into the
the connection has brought to Maine reviewed in this paper at the time of his home in a neighbor’s automobile ditch and left there.
Elmer True stated that he arrived
in a badly battered condition.
President Gray is the type of modern the arrest of the two men. Charles
Noyes was first on the stand and after the fight, being called there to
Hurd was captain of the schooner
and progressive men who are the hope George Collins. Chester being his son. his story of the event was as follows: take Noyes home. ’ He found him in
of the educational world.
Wherever 17 yeras old
He was in a wagon, driving over to the ditch, and described his condition
It is alleged that Hurd had adopted ’ repair his pasture fences. He had as unconscious, although on cross ex
he goes and whenever he speaks peo
amination he admitted that Noyes was
ple, in the vernacular of the day, sit the child in question, who was known with him a pail full of nails and a able to help himself somewhat as they
as Heather S. Hurd, abd had been hammer, both in the front of the
up and take notice. Under his manage
taking her with him on his coasting wagon. William Bartlett was stand got him from the car into his home.
ment we look to see Bates College trips. His wife died last year, and it ing in front of his barn, and as Noyes He stated that William Bartlett was
troublesome"
by
his
rapidly advance to even higher ground is asserted that he soon after induced approached along the road Bartlett considered
neighbors.
than she now occupies among the sue the 11 year old girl to submit to im shouted to him that he would "have
Frank Payson testified that he had
to keep those G—d— cows of his at
cessful institutions of learning in New moral behavior habitually, and that
the son also took advantage of her home.” Witness states that he then worked for Noyes and" that the latter
England.
helpless
situation.
The
younger stopped his horse and replied to had not been able to do any work since
the light. Relative to Charles Bart
Hurd will lie arraigned at this term Bartlett that "he had been harping lett, who claims to have been injured
of court, but the elder unfortunately on that all summer:" after which he in the scrimmage by Noyes. Payson
IN THE LEGISLATURE
made his escape from the jail and is announced that he would "settle
stated that he saw him working in the
still at large. It is believed that his right now" and alighted from his hayfield on the afternoon of the same
Speaker Barnes has announced the
day he claimed to have been injured.
House committees for the session
With a view apparently to creating
The Knox county members are: El
doubt as to the fracture of Noyes'
skull being a result of this fight. Bart
more of Camden, Reapportionment
lett's counsel had Noyes recalled to the
r,
Kerswell of St. George. Engrossed
stand and questioned him as to an
Bills; Peaslee of Thomaston, County
accident which occurred several years
Estimates.
before. He admitted that he was
D i
» • • »
thrown from a cart and seriously in
Members of the Agricultural Depart
jured.
ment held an acquaintance party at
The case will, from all appearances,
the Community Club house one day
occupy most of the day Tuesday, none
last week. Clarence A. Richards of
of the witnesses for the Bartletts hav
1*-.
Damariscotta, who for the past four
ing been called yet.
years has been a drug inspector on the
A drawn jury was demanded by
counsel, and the following were em
staff of Chief A. M. G. Soule of the di
panelled: Foreman, L. H. C. Wiggin:
vision of inspection, and who on Jan
uary 1 was obliged to sever his con
William T. Hocking, Lawrence H.
Dunn, Francis B. Crocker, Edward C.
nection with the department on account
Moran, Charles Fernald, Roscoe Gross,
of his election as clerk of courts for
Adelphus B. Ripley, Walter I. Elwell
Lincoln county, was a guest of the
.
The
FLAG
WE
ALL
LOVE
—
evening. It is said that a delegation
Melvin I. Philbrook, Arthur Ames and
7b
PULL DOWNAlfred M. Morton.
went across country and abducted him
Smalley for Noyes; Emery and Lit
although he now says he was only too
YES IT’S DOWN
tlefield for Bartlett.
willing and pleased to accept the in
• • « •
vitation without urging. Be that as it
Among the divorces granted in
may, he was the most surprised man
but “we are not down-hearted.”
Waldo county at the term just closed
in the company that evening when he
We re just as glad as you are
was one of Knox county interest:
was singled out and addressed by Mr
Elizabeth T. Young of Lincolnville
Soule, and after the proper “chastise
to
get
back
to
pre-war
condi

ment" was presented, on behalf of the
from Alton E. Young of Camden.
tions and to give you the chance
crowd, with a purse of $20 in gold. He
,
‘SHE IS STILL GERMANY
managed to suitably express his appre
to buy good clothes at low
ciation and his regard for the “gang.”
♦ » » »
prices once more.
[New York Tribune]
It is not surprising that Dr. Bernhard
The Budget committee made the fol
This week $10.00 Men’s Sweat
Dernburg. in an open letter addressed
lowing report concerning the State
to the Foreign Minister of Argentina,
Prison;
ers, colors, Navy, Green, Seal,
declares that the methods employed by
"Six years ago there was much dis$7.49.
Germany in the war were no worse
cusion in the Legislature regarding the
than those employed by the Allies, and
policy to be followed with the Maine
$7.50 Boys’ Suits, colors Navy,
asserts that "we neither seek excuse
State Prison, it was agreed that the
nor ask forgiveness from others or
plant was out of date, unsanitary and
Crimson, $5.79.
ourselves." Like other instruments of
a disgrace to an intelligent and pro
German propaganda, Dernburg. when
gressive state.
The question was
Men’s Jersey Gloves, two pairs
in this country, showed he was incap
whether to rebuild the plant or move
able of taking any other than a Ger
25 cents,
elsewhere and start anew. The former
man point of view. The moral revul
course was decided upon and now only
sion which such an act as jhe sinking
the construction of a new block of
of the Lusitania evoked was unintelli
modern cells remains to be done in order
gible to him.
to bring the whole plant up to date.
This letter might well have been
The population of the prison is de
written while Germany was still con
creasing because of better enforcement
fident of victory. Dr. Dernburg has
of law and because many who would
changed his sky. hut not his mind. He
in former days have been sentenced to
speaks, for example, of Germany’s loy
State prison will in the future be given
ALL
alty in carrying out the treaty, and
a chance at the Reformatory for Men.
WEEK
thanks his Argentine friend for recog
The suggested appropriation will be
nizing it. This m, doubt unconscious
enough to provide modern cells for ail
NEXT
impudence is the very essence of that
the prospective inmates for many years
Teutonic naivete revealed in the fa
to come."
miliar admission that it takes a Ger
Better
26th Annu
• »• •
man to understand a German.
Tour
Than Ever
Writing to his home paper, the Deer
"The German people are deeply hurt.”
Isle Messenger, Senator 1‘. T. Clarke
Dr. Dernburg goes on, “by being
of Hancock county, says:
branded with the stigma of moral un
“This is apportionment year, and the
PRESENTING
worthiness." This, of course, is no
Legislature will in due course of its
revelation. Any sign of penitence for
deliberations of the winter act upon
the past or promise of amendment for
MONDAY EVENING
this important matter and be gov
the future would be far to seek in Ger
erned by the 1920 official census re
many. The pacifists who talk so freely
cently released from the Federal Cen
OUVeB MOROSCO’S
of forgiving the Germans are offering
sus Bureau. We anticipate very little
them what they do not want.
change in the legislative classes of our
Among the new ribbo is that are
county. Isle au Haut will go to a
being shown for spring is one which
Knox county class as a matter of
promises great popularity—a noncourse.
By the process of exclusion
tarnishable metal wrist-watch ribbon,
there is grave danger of our county
says the Dry Goods Economist. This
losing a State senator. The constitu
is being shown in silver and gold
tion provides for 31 senators, appor
with a promise that perspiration or
tioned by the census and as nearly as
moisture will have no ill effect upon
may be by the county lines. Cumber
it. Many buyers believe that these
land now has four, other counties
ribbons will practically supplant the
three, others, including ours, have two.
narrow black grosgniin which lias
while seven of the sixteen have only
been usea exclusively for this purpotv
one. Hancock has lost nearly 7000
population according to the late Cen
Another new ribbon which comes it.
answer to a great demand Is a heavy
sus, while Oxford has gained over
3000. You may make your own de
satin lingerie ribbons of the same
A Glimpse Into the Per
ductions from these figures. Nothing
quality ns the two-tone satins, lint in
short of a constitutional amendment
fumed Studios Where Style
single colors, such as flesh, white,
by which the whole number of sena
cream, orchid and pale blue.
Is Born.
tors would be increased, could possibly
save the situation."
PENOBSCOT WOOLEN CO.
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NOYES-BARTLETT

CASES

J. F. Gregory Sons Co

Park Theatre

F. J. SIMONTON COMPANY
-JL-

CENT SALE

Attention, everybody:
Tomorrow.
Jan. 19. is the night of the public sup
per. place, 1. O. O. F. hall, time, 6 p. nt.

SEATS ON SALE FRIDAY
PRICES—Evenings, 55c and 85c.
Matinee Daily, starting Tuesday, all seats 55c

Closes Saturday, Jan. 22

Sale continues ail this week.

THE

EXPLANATION

UNITED

SAME

DRUG

For example, you buy 1 pair
Gents’ Wool Hose for 50c and the
second pair for 4c, or the two pair
for 54c.
/
You buy 1 pair of Blankets for
$4.00 and the second pair for 4c, or
the two pair for $4.04.
You buy a pair of Fabric Gloves
for $1.25 ?nd the second pair for 4c,
or the two pair for $1.29.

STORE

You buy a Silk Petticoat for $5.00
and the second one for 4c, or the
two Petticoats for $5 04.

successful for our many customers, as they have
secured such tremendous BARGAINS.

We plan to make This Sale the most popular of

all.

We believe you will agree with us that every

item listed here is a MONEY SAVER.

PURCHASING

THE

4c

If you do not need Two Articles of the same kind
bring your friend and divide the expense.

CASH PRICES

4c

GRASS RUGS

Grasp Rugs, stencilled borders,
36x72. green, brown, red, blue,
tan. 1 rug $3.50. 2 Rugs ....... $3.54

BLANKETS

GENTS’ HOSE

4c

Cotton Blankets, grey, white,
l’agot stitch edge, full size, col
ored borders. 1 pair $4.00.
2 pairs... .... $4.04

4c

Large size roll good quality Batt,
sold recently lor 39c. 1 roll 39c.
2 rolls ....... 43c

FIBER STAIR CARPET 4c
2 rolls Filler Stair Carpet, green
or brown; sells for $1.25. 1 yard
for $125.
2 yards ...... .$1.29

4c

Flannelette Kimonos with cord
and tassel. 1 Kimono, $3.00.
2 Kimonos .. ..... $3.04

4c

Striped Denims for curtains or
overdrapes, green or old rose.
1 yard, 75c.
2 'yards ....... 79c

OUTINGS

4c

Gents’ Wool Ribbed H<tse, all
sizes. 1 pair 50c. 2 pairs
54c

'CRETONNES

4c

Beautiful Imported Cretonnes.
1 yard $1.00.
2 yards ....... $1.04

GLOVES

4c

STAIR CARPET

OVERDRAPE

4c

Overdrapes in dainty colors and
designs. 1 yard 75c.
2 yards .... ;..79c

APRONS

4c

Bungalow Aprons, nice quality
percale, light and dark. 1 Bunga
low Apron $2.50.
2 Bungalow Aprons ....... $2.54

PRINTS

4c

500 yards Light Print, good
quality, mostly light colors.
1 yard 21c.
2 yards....... 25c

TAPESTRY Stair Carpet 4c
Two rolls Printed Tapestry Stair
Carpet. 1 yard $1.50.
2 yards ....... $1.54

4c

SHEETS

4c

Bleached Sheets 81x90.
1 Sheet $3.00.
2 Sheets ...

PILLOW CASES

4c

42x36 J’illow Slips.
1 Pillow Slip 55c. 2 Pillow Slips 59c

4c

Pretty dainty Cretons.
1 yard 55c.
2 yards

59c

SWEATERS

RIBBONS

4c

Men’s Slip-on Sweaters, oxford,
all sizes. 1 Sweater $10.00.
2 Sweaters .. ..... $10.04

CHEESE CLOTH

4c

36 inch Bleached Cheese Cloth.
1 yard 12' ic.
2 yards . ..... 16(/2c

RAG RUGS

Wide Hair Ribbons, dresden
floral effects. 1 yard $1.00.
2 yards ...

Chamber or Bath Room Bug,
pretty colors, durable.
1 Rug $3.00.
2 Rugs ..... $3.04

BLANKETS

4c

Large size Cotton
Blankets,
white, grey. 1 pair $4.50.
2 pairs ...... $4.54

CURTAINS

LACES

4c

Torchon and Val Laces.
1 yard 10c.
2 yards

BATTING

4c

BED SPRINGS

4c

Full size Bed Springs, woven
wire, double cross cable support.
1 Spring $6.00. 2 Springs........$6.04

WAISTS

4c

RUGS

Percale and Gingham Waists,
newest models. 1 Waist $1.75.
2 Waists ....... $1.79

SHEETS

GINGHAMS

Bleached Sheets 72x90.
1 Sheet $2.50.
2 Sheets

’

4c

Bates Ginghams, stripe, plaid.....
plain colors. 1 yard 42c.
2 yards ....... 46c

CARPETS

4c

Felt Back Floor Cloth for dining
room, kitchen, chamber.
1 yard $1.00.2 yards ....... $ 1.04

CORSETS

.4c

Odd lot of Corsets, including P.
N.-Regal-Royal Worcester, sizes
19 to 26. 1 pair $3.00.
2 pairs .. ..... $3.04

4c

Klearfiax Linen Rugs for bath
rooms, chambers. 1 Rug $2.50.
2, Rugs ....... $2.54

4c
$2.54

PETTICOATS

4c

Silk Petticoats, newest models.
1 Petticoat $5. 2 Petticoats ....... $5.04

PERCALES

4c

Nice quality Percales1 yard 35c.
2 yards.„

39c

SWITCHES

4c

Real Hair Switches, all colors,
except grey. 1 Switch $1.25.
2 Switches ........ $1.29

Bargains for This Week Only

SHEETING—Pepperill Unbleached Sheeting. 8t

Comfort Batt, 2!4 lbs., sell for $1.00 ............. 84°

inches wide, been selling for 90c; this week

fixtures, pull and screws, been selling for

sells for $1.33; now

$1.00; this week ...................................

.......... ......... 1.14

Comfort Batt, snow white, 3 lbs., sells for

l.44c

sailles pattern, been selling for $3.50; this
week ........................................

leg. big value at $1.50; for thi^veek ............. <^c

2.44

EED SPREADS—Extra large best selected long

Table of Ladies’ Gowns ami Envelope Chemise,

sell for $1,50; now ................................................ 94°

staple yarn, perfect bleach, been selling for

$4.50; this week .........................................

Rugs. 6x9, sell for

$14.50; this week ............................................. ...g

64c

BED SPRINGS—Full size Crochet Quilt. Mar-

HOSE—Pure Silk Hose, black and colors, seamed

Wool

54c

WINDOW SHADES—All colors, complete with

Comfort Batt. quilted, snow white, 2 lbs.,

RUGS—l iber and

..... 14c

Full pound Batts, best quality.
1 pound 45c.
2 pounds ........49c

size, 20c roll .................................. 14°

$1.75; now ...

$1.04

4c

Ruffled Muslin Curtains.
1 pair $2.00.
2 pairs .. ..... $2.04

Comfort Batt. snow white, 2 lb. sell for $1.25,

4c
a ltd

4c

In addition to the 4c items we offer the following
BATTING—Good

$3.04

CRETONS

4c

Felt Stair Carpet with stitched
edge, rpversable and durable.
1 yard $1.00.
2 yards ....... $1.04

CRETONNES

36 inch Cretonnes and Art Tickings, beautiful patterns und eolors. 1 yard 75c.
2 yards
79c

Ladies' Fabric Gloves, white With
black stitching, all sizes.
1 pair $1.25.
2 pairs....... $129

4c

Best Outing, light and dark, soft
warm fleece. 1 yard 45c.
2 yards ....... 49c

POWER

OF A DOLLAR IS DOUBLED

Ladies' Wool Hose, fibbed, green
or blue mixture. 1 puir $3.00.
2 pairs Hose....... $3.04

DENIMS

SALES

we have moved large quantities of merchandise;

NO REFUNDS

NO EXCHANGES

KIMONOS

AS

have been most successful—successful for us, as

You buy a Grass Rug for $3.50
and the second rug for 4c, or the
two rugs for $3.54.

COTTON BATTING

PRINCIPLE

We have had several sales of this character which

You buy an article at reg
ular price, and another like
it for 4c.

SPORT HOSE

THE

ON

CONDUCTED

JChicagoStockCo.

WARREN

Every-Other-Day

1921.

Zfzf

HEMMEQ QUILTS—69x79, $2.50 value

3.44

1.94

J. SIMONTON CO.
HOLIDAYS DURING 1921

t

There will he only 88 days, exclu
Camden, Me., Jail. 4. 1921.
The annual meeting of die stockholders nt sive of Sundays, during 1921
when
the Penobscot Woolen Company will be held some country somewhere in the world
at the office of Rettel Robinson. Camden, Me.
Ian 19, 1921. at 2 o'clock p. in, for the pur- is not celebrating a holiday. Even
ixise of electing officers for the enauing year this small number of world-wide
.oid to tramaei any offiet business ih.it in.o
working days will I»e reduced by ad
properly come before said meeting
vances to other days of celebrations
2T5-8
GEORGE E. ALLEN, Clerk

which would otherwise fall on Sun
days Moreover there will be further
abstentions from toil for religious
and other festivals not recognized as
holidays by governments or banks,
but which nevertheless will be parti
cipated in by many thousand men
and women. Of all countries Turkey
is most given to the keeping of holi

days, there being twehty-six days in
the year when special celebrations
are held. Scotland, with only five
holidays, is the country most thrifty
of its time.
Telephone that item of news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see it.

Every-Other-Day

Calk of the Cown Have you done Your Part?

THE METHODIST REVIVAL

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT*

J»u 19—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men's
League,
Jan 20—Commercial Travelers' banquet at
Hotel Rockland.
Jan. 21—Methebesec Club meets with Mrs
Frank H. Ingraham, 25 Lindsey street.
•Ian. 21 Shakespeare Society meets with Mrs
John O. Stevens.
Jan 2*1—(7 p. nt.)—Woman's Educational
Club meeting. Methodist parlors.
Jan 27 -Annual meeting of Past Matrons
and Patrons Association of Knox County, at
Masonic hail. Thomaston.
Jan 2b—-Knights of Columbus hall in the
Arcade.
bteli. 2—Candlemas Day.
Fell. 5—Knox Pomunu Grange meets in West
Rockport.
Feb. 14-10—Annual Convention of Maine
Fruit Growers and Beekeepers in Auburn.
Feb. 21-28—Masonic Food Fair In the Arcade
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
March 30—Easter sale and supper at the
Congregational church.

TOWARD

MR.

HOOVER’S

FUND

ROCKLAND’S QUOTA FOR THE CARE OF THE
STARVING CHILDREN OF CENTRAL EUROPE IS

Three Thousand Dollars
Subscriptions to date is as follows:
No.
2 at
6 at
6 at
1 at
6 at
33 at
1 at
2 at
44 at
5 at
30 at
20 at

The Past Noble Grand’s Association
will meet in Warren Wednesday af
ternoon and evening. The Rebekahs
Will serve supper at 6.30.
Clifton D. Gray, president of Bates
College, who occupied the First Bap
tist pulpit Sunday was a guest at
Hotel Rockland during his stay in
this city.
The Sons of Veterans Auxiliary of
Anderson Camp 21 has a baked bean
supper Wednesday at G. A. R. Hall at
6 o'clock.

Total
Amt.
................. ...$100.00.......................... $200.00
...................
50.00...'................. 300.00
...................
25.00........................ 150.00
.......... ;... 20.00..........................
20.00
...................
15.00........................
90.00
...................
10.00........................ 330.00
.................
7.00
7.00.
6.00.
.................
12.00
5.00........................ 220.00
3.00...-................
15.00
2.00........................
60.00
1.00.......................... 20.00

Although hiccoughs are having a
great run, all the way from Portland
to Budapest, this city does not feel
badly at all bpcause it has been thus
far slighted. Physicians are puzzled
by the epidemic which has manifest
ed itself in “dry" towns as well as
■"wet" ones. As a rule the patient is
afflicted with it about three days, and
is kept so busy that he doesn’t find
time between hies to say what he
really thinks about it.

Stewardess Williams at the Coun
Rill Lowe’s Syncopated Orchestra,
try Club Saturday was exhibiting with its Brim Jewett attachment, will
mayflower buds that had made their put lots of pep into the Havener hall
dance Thursday evening.
appearance in mid-January.

Kora Temple (Mystic Shrine) is
making arrangements for its annual
ladies night. Three members from this
vicinity arc assigned to committeeships—Lawrence H. Dunn of Thomas
ton on entertainment. Clinton B. Stahl
of Waldoboro on music and dance, a.id
The weekend of Jan. 15 Raw nu Georfee F. Barbour of Rockland on
merous golfers going over the Coun transportation.
try Club links, with high enjoyment
Rockland’s new National Guard or
of the royal and ancient sport. Since
the Country’ Club was formed there ganization was given federal recogni
has been a noticeable letting up in tion last Friday night, following an
the severity of Rockland winters. official inspection by Col. Sherer and
What have the local sharks got to Major C. T. Marsh, C. A. C. Fiftytwo members were present, and the
say about that?
officers were much pleased at the
The steam lighter Sophia carried a showing made. The new organiza
cargo of soft coal to John L. Goss. tion is officially known as the 5th
Stonington, Saturday, and is due to re Company, Coast Artillery.
pent today.
, The clans are gathering for the
The Masons and Elks will settle their 6th annual banquet to be given at
little differences Thursday night at the Hotel Rockland Thursday night com
Princess bowling alleys.
plimentary to commercial travelers
and hotel men. Maager Wheeler is
Funeral services of the late T. S. getting up An especially attractive
McIntosh were held Sunday afternoon souvenir menu, and, as usual the din
at his late residence on Prospect street. ner will be composed of the season’s
Rev. W. S. Rounds of the Congrega best delicacies, not forgetting straw
tional church officiated.
The family berry shortcake. Twenty-five* sales
was much affected by the unexpected men arrived yesterday and will re
appearance of the Rockland fire ‘de main at the hotel until after the ban
partment, full uniform, and headed by quet.
Chief Engineer Havener. The fin-men
did escort duty from Prospect street
The Baptist Men’s League tomor
to Rankin block—an act of respect
that was especially fitting in view of row evening will have as its honored
guest, Rev. William J. Day, who
the long and happy relationship which
Mr. McIntosh enjoyed with the local founded the organization 13 years
firemen. The department also sent a ago, and who for the past six years
beautiful wreath. The bearers were. has»been pastor of a Baptist church
S. H. Hall, Alfred H. Kimball, L. H. C in Winthrop. Mass. The members
Wiggin and George N. Harden. The will have a most cordial greeting for
Mr. Day, and they will be well pleas
interment was in Achorn cemetery.
ed to learn that his topic is "Roose
There will be a special meeting velt, the Great Heart of America."
Wednesday night at 8 o’clock of the Charter members are especially urg
East Coast Benefit Association in K. ed to be present at the supper and
P. hall. A full attendance is request the meeting. Everyone is invited to
ed- Dues are now payable to E. E. hear Mr. Day’s address at 7.30. In
dications point to the biggest meet
Coombs, secretary.
ing of the season.
George F. Barbour of this city, C.
C. McDonald of Thomaston and L.
E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
M. Chandler of Camden are in Port are advertising a dollar day for Wed
land today, attending the Rexall con nesday of this week and are snowing
vention at the Falmouth Hotel, as a big assortment of goods in their
representatives from Knox county.
window at low prices.
A ball about the size of a Rockyford cantelope. and strongly resem
bling one, from a distance, has geen
on exhibition at The Courier-Gazette
office the past two days, and easily j.
defies the skill of the average Yan
kee guesser. in order to save time
and speculation of the others who,
will see it. The Courier-Gazette has
tens to explain that the curio is a, .
f
hatr ball which came from the stom- ©ok
°° out
iich of a calf. Webster defines it as
‘‘a concretion formed in the stomach
of cattle and other animals from
hairs swallowed by them while lick-*
ing the body, or from indigestible
vegetable fiber as of oat spears, clovcr hair or cactus spines."

T
They
are a source of danger.

Una

Two generations have known
PE-HD-N A and its astonish
ing success in the reliel of
catarrhal diseases. The pro
per medicine to have on hand
lor everyday ilia.
SOLD EVERYWHERE

THE HOUSE
on .____

Aurora Lodge will have work
I be Fellowcraft degree Wednesday *
Several subjects are in train

Golden Bod Chapter. O. E. S., en
tertained many guests Friday night
on the occasion of its annual instal
lation. a duty which was gracefully
performed by Mrs. Margaret Steven
son, past worthy matron, assisted by
Mrs Bernice Havener as marshal and
Mrs. Ella’L. Newbert as chaplain.
The new officers are: Worthy mat
ron Mrs. Florence I’hilbrook: worthy
Patron, Benjamin J. Philbrook: sec
retary. Mrs Susie Campbell: treas
urer, Mrs. Nellie G. Dow: conductress,
Mrs Millie Thomas: associate eonilifstress, Mr.< Clara Watts: marshal.
Mrs. Blanche Maxey: chaplain, Mrs.
Ella I,. Newbert; Adah, Mrs. Matie
Spaulding: Ruth. Mrs. Doris Damon;
Esther, Miss Edna Payson: Martha.
Mr.s Ethel Campbell: El"-1" Mrs.
Edith Twcedie; organist. Miss Elsa
Hayden. The ceremonies v.. re inter
spersed with musical numbers which
musical numbers which the large
audience appeared greatly to enjoy
vocal soles by Ralph Oxton and Mrs
A. F. Wisner, violin solos* by Miss
Myra I.inuekin, vocal duets by Mrs
W. F. Tibbetts and Dr. J A. Richan
and quartet selections by Mr. and
Mrs. W. F. Tibbetts. Dr. Riehan and
Mrs. Elsa Ft. Clair. Informal danc
ing followed, and refreshments were
served.
Thursday, January 20, 1921, .when
Hotel Rockland gives its annual din
ner to the Commercial Travelers, the
house is theirs. Therefore, the din
ing room will not be opened to the
public on that night.
.
7-9

The Knox County Electric Co., has
completed the installation of electric
lights in several residences at Ingra
ham's Hill and things are "looking
brighter’ in that locality.
The Baptist Men’s League meeting
tomorrow night will take the form of
a "Founders and Charter Members
night ” Rev. W. J. Day, founder of
the league will be guest of honor and
Ihe speaker of the evening. The High
School Orchestra has promised to be
present and the ladies are planning a
record breaking supper.
President
Richardson is especially anxious that
all charter members be present.

AJAX

ITCHELL’S
ARK DOWN

CHILDREN
MUST

HARD

One Week Sale

To Wear Out These Heels

Foss Quality Candy, lb. 80c
Romance, lb.,
60c
Assorted Chocolates, made
in our candy kitchen, . 50c
Home-made Fudge,
40c
Cream Caramels,
60c
Jordan Almonds,
49c
Assorted Kisses,
30c
Peanut Brittle,
30c
Ribbon Candy,
25c
3 oz. Necco Wafers, 6packages for,
25c

because they’re made with peculiar care to withstand the
rough and tough wear that youngsters are bound to give

They're no ordinary rubbers.

them.

The Ajax and

Vulcan are members of the famous Top Notch line

of

rubbers.

RKOAllS
Top Notch Rubbers
are balanced—they won't break, crack, or split at
the heel before the rest of the rubber is worn. A special

Cigars&Cigarets

heel plug with several thicknesses of pure rubber and tough

duck extend from the heel upward onto and into the upper,
7-20-4,
10cstraight protecting every curve and angle. It’s a battleship shoe
that stands the gritty grind of road, gutter and sidewalk
Blackstone,
10c straight
Step in with the children and let us show you these
Chancellors,
10c straight
sturdy
rubbers.
Overlands,
10c straight
E. & E.,
10cstraight
BLACKINGTON,
White Owl, 3 for
. 25c
BOOTS, SHOES,
Quincy,
10cstraight
CLOTHING
English Ovals, 5 pkgs, 1.10
Lucky Strikes, carton, 1.75
Camels, carton,
1.75
Helmars, carton,
1.25
Ammons, box,
15c
London Life, carton,
1.25
Child’s VULCAN
Murad, carton,
1.75

Joseph Walker has been assigned to
special duty at Fort Sills, Okla., as in
structor in the general educational and
So large was the attendance at the
vocational schools conducted by the
department. He likes his new duties funeral of the late Capt. William O.
very much, according to a letter re Steele Sunday afternoon that many
ceived by his father William G. Walker. stood in the open while the services
were being conducted. Edwin Libby
Post, which the deceased had served
Maynard Linscott. who has been as commander, and Edwin Libby Re
See the $3.75 and $5.00 Shoes in our store window this week.
confined to his home by illness, has lief Corps, in which the widow is onj
resumed duty as fireman on trains 74 of the most active members, attended
and 59. Harold Leavitt, fireman for in body, and the Grand Army service
■IBIS
the Maine Central, is spending a few was conducted. Chaplain E. W. Web
weeks’ vacation in Kockland.
ber of the State Prison, preached the
.-n.
funeral sermon. The hearers were
The long delayed cold wave struck Col. E. K. Gould, Leroy D. Perry, H.
CORNER MAIN AND PARK STS.
Rockland yesterday, pushed along by C. Chatto and William L. Benner. The
a northwesterly gale. The temperature interment was in Achorn cemetery.
at the Corner Drug Store at 8 o’clock
this morning was 3 below zero. It is
MADE HASTY EXIT
CAMDEN
said that this cold spell will be brief.
Hopeso.
The Past Noble Grands' Association Philip Howard’s Furniture, Packed For
will meet in Warren Wednesday af
Removal, Damaged In Early Morn
!
The handsome new soda fountain at ternoon and evening. The Rebekahs
ing Fire—House Owned By Mr.
1 THE PRICES ARE EXCEPTIONALLY LOW, AND
Moor’s drug store went into commis will serve supper at 6.30.
Weiss.
<
The Tournament at the Masonic
sion Saturday. The equipment is from
the factory of the American Soda Club Is how in full swing. All con
THE DRESSES MUST BE SEEN TO BE
The two story residence on Brew
Fountain Co., which has seldom in testants are requested to report when
stalled a fountain of this elegance in they have any spare time as their ster street, lately sold through R, U.
APPRECIATED
Collins' real estate agency to Ludwig
a city of Rockland’s size.
The dis opponents will be waiting for them.
pensing counter, or bar—which is what
Mrs. H. .1. Potter has returned from A. Weiss, proprietor of the New York
—ALWAYS GOOD TRADES INit would have been called in the olden the Knox Hospital.
Bakery, was badly damaged by fire
days—is 15 feet, 8 inches long, made
J. A. Brewster left Monday noon
and water early yesterday morning.
from pink Tennessee marble and hav for Boston.
COATS, SKIRTS,
SUITS, WAISTS,
ing a 10-inch green marble base with
G. A. Babb left for Portland Mon The house had been occupied for sev
eral years by Philip Howard, former
1% inch bevel. It is double draught day.
AND FURS
fountain (no more long waits between
The Baptist Society will have one county attorney, wljose goods had been
drinks) with four ice cream containers. of their famous meat hall ayd Ma placed on the ground floor and partly
packed, in anticipation of temporary A
The syrup pumps and draughts are sonic suppers Wednesday.
silver plated. The wall superstructure
NO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS
Rodney Feyler of Owl's Head was removal to the home of Mr. Howard's
brother on Cedar street.
is eight feet long, a handsome combi in town Munday.
Mrs.
Howard
is
in
Boston,
but
Mr.
nation of Knoxville Tennessee marble
The
Rockport High
Basketball
shelves and a French plate mirror team won tfleir game with Camden Howard and his son Conrr.d were
-•
spending the night in the Brewster
7x4 feet. Light is shed upon the High Friday night. 26 to 12.
The
You
do
better
street
house.
About
5
o
’
clock
Conrad
fountain by two Japanese electric lan Camden buys say it will be different
Howard was awakened by the strong
terns* Needless to say that the con next time.
odor pf smoke. He ran down stairs
cern will continue to dispense its high
Net! Fuller returned Friday night to investigate, and on opening the door
class beverage with Proprietor Moor from a few days’ visit in Portland.
at the head of the cellar stairway was
and clerks Roy Patterson and Kenneth
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Chandler vent
White mixing it tb suit the most ex to Portland Monday. Mr. Char.dlej confronted by a volume of flame.
Some of the household goods were
acting taste. Walter C. Ladd was the will attend the Rexall State Conven
removed, but the contents of the music
first customer to be served from the tion Tuesday and Wednesday.
CORNER
AND
room, including a valuable grand piano,
new fountain.
and Mrs. Howard's choicest music,
svMJfc
ROCKPORT IS PLEASED
were destroyed. While the fire seems MlBgn
The ladies of the Congregational
to have started in the basement, a
The Rockport High School basket subsequent investigation by Chief En
church will hold a cooked food sale
T
at the Burpee furniture Store Satur ball team has won all of its eight gineer Havener convinces him that de
$
$
games thus far this season, and is fective wiring furnished the fire’s
day afternoon, Jan. 29, at 2.30,
shaping up like a real contender in origin.
the League. A delayed report of the
Some of the basement beams were
period:" v >r.
cot Hie jump on the tekm’s work will appear next issue.
burned and tjie fire worked its way up
Son/ of Rest and kept it strongly by
through the center of the house before
S ‘0-ii
ing four goals. In the second
Colonial Restaurant, formerly Lor- it was extinguished. The department
period they showed that the spirit /ings, 282 Main street, next door to Bos- found it necessary to use a great deal
Was the same by scoring three more ton Shoe Store. Dinner Special 50c.
of water, and the heaviest damage will
goals owing to good work of Ray
2tf
be from that source.
OUR DOLLAR SALE IS
Mr. Weiss, who had been looking
mond and Smith.
Darkness was
forward to early occupancy of the
ming on so the game was called off
BORN
the third period after scoring two
Lane—Roekjiorl. Jaa 13, to Mr. and Mrs. house, is much disappointed at the de
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19
rfloree by the good work of Poole and Itarrv P 'Lane, a daughter, Elizabeth Morse. lay which will be necessitated through Vi
Taiamini
Jan. 14, to Mr. and repairs.
He estimated his loss at
Dfevis. Smith. Raymond and Poole Mrs Albert—Rockland,
E. Taiamini, a daughter
starred for V. II. S. while Cunningham
Moods—Brookline. Jan 10. to Mr. and Mrs about $2000. The building is insured
Look in our North Window and see what you can ■w
by E. C. Moran & Co.
,
Patrick and Grey for the Sons of Percy Moody, a daughter, Virginia.
Mr. Howard estimates the loss on his
Reit. Louie Merrithew was greatly
DIED
household goods at $1500, insured with
misted on account of his good spirit
get for ONE DOLLAR
Lermond—Thomaston. -Ian. 16, Levi Leraion.i, M. S. Bird & Co.
tentji work. The wore was 9-0 in aged
72 years 6 months, 25 days. Funeral
favtir of \* II. S. The line up fol-: Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
l’roetor Rockland. Jan 17, Izora L . (laugh
Sec the list of Bargains in last Saturday’s Courier-Gazette
lows:
WASHINGTON
ter or Maurice and X.ulcy (lilake) Proctor
V’. H. S.
Bons of Rest aged I year. 2 months, 14 days. Funeral
The many friends of Mrs. Jesse
Raymond. <’.
Cunningham, e Thursday at 2 p m.
—Died at sea. Edward G. Davis, aged Overlock Will be gratified to learn
Mail Orders Filled the Day of Sale
Hall. 1. w.:
Greenlaw, I. w.; 65 Daria
years. Funeral at Burpee parlors today, at that she is constantly improving.
Smith, r. w.t
Grey, r. w.; 2 p. ni
A large party from Evening Star
Grange went to Union last week to
attend the installation of officers of
Seven Tree Grange.
Alec Dow has been visiting recently Vi
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Leland
Johnston.
District Superintendent A. E. Luce
$
$
$
conducted thee srvice at the church
last Sunday. ’
The Guild will meet Wednesday
with Mrs. W. M. Staples.

New

|

LATEST MODELS—JUST ARRIVED

s *

can

at

always

DAVIS’
ELM

OF MAIN

STREETS

Vi

E.B. HASTINGS & CO.

^ark Theatre. Friday, Jan. 21st®
fl

WORK

E.B. HASTINGS&C0.

HUMS AW COLDS

Glenn A. Lawrence and Fred C.
Black are in Atlantic City, attending
the annual convention of the National
Canners’ Association. E. T. Mere
dith. Secretary of Agriculture is ex
pected to address the convention to
day

ChUd’l

Record congregations gathered at
Pratt Memorial M. E. Church all day
Sunday. Morning and afternoon must
Teipful and inspiring services were
Teld. In the evening every seat was
taken and 40 or 50 chairs liad to be
brought in to accommodate the peo
ple. So far as Methodism is concerned
Rockland has never seen such a crowd
at a single revival service as was pres
ent Sunday night. The attention of
the people was held, and before the
service closed several persona had
given themselves to Christ.
Tuesday is the last day of the cam
paign with the'following program: 10
a. m. an old-fashioned prayer meeting;
2.30 p. m. a public service with ser
mon by the evangelist on “Spiritual
Fire;” at 7.30 p. m., the last meeting
with a message on “The Parting of the
Ways, or the Downward Road.” All
church members, church officials and
interested persons should be present
at this service. Evangelist Powell will
leave Rockland on Wednesday morning
and he will return home with a re
joicing heart, providing wc all stand by
him to a man.
J. H. C.
The trawler Tern, which left this
port a week ago, put into Boston yes
terday with 190,000 pounds of fresh
fish.

156
Rockland'can count itself very for
$1424.00
tunate to be in a theatrical circuit
Contributions handed to any member of the City Club or to Arthur L. Ornc
which is able to draw attractions like
the Belasco comedy, "The Boomer County Director, will assist in making this fund of proper proportion and aid
a most humanitarian appeal.
ang," which comes to Park Theatre
Mr. Hoover says the need is vital to the cause of civilization, Maybe you
for next Friday night, with the met
would become a Bolshevist if your children were starving.
ropolitan cast, including Deen Cole.

night
ing.
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THIS

IS

N OT

A

MOVING

DAVIDBELA5CO

PICTURE

LRE£JNI£

|

ALL WOOL SUITS

Telephone that item of news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see it.

MADE TO

MEASURE

YOU CAN ALWAYS

$30.00, $35.00, $40.00

BUY FRUIT
Right at the
PARK THEATRE FRUIT STAND
Fresh Candy. Full Line of Cigars,
Cigarettes, Tobacco, Etc. 8*19

Chiropractic
SAFE—Because the system is not
poisoned with drugs.
SANE—Because even a child
knows that when the CAUSE is re
moved the effect disappears.
SATISFACTORY—Because
ex perience in hundreds of thousands
of cases has proven that in Ihe ma
jority of eases favorable results are
speedy and permanent. Consulta
tion and Spinal Analysis Free.
Wc Specialize on All Diseases of
Children

DAVIS & STURM
CHIROPRACTORS
F. H. STAHL. 0. C., Graduate Adluitw
400 Main St., Rockland. Telephone

SUITS MADE, YOU FURNISH GOODS,' $20.00
BETTER LININGS, $22.00
Will call and show samples

C. A. HAMILTON

I
•;

Headquarters at I. Leslie Cross’.

Telephone 206-1 1 B

nxs

WHILE THEY LAST
SHALL

MAKE

BARGAIN

I

PRICES ON

Winter Overcoats
This is your opportunity to get an Overcoat
at at less
than you can buy it next year.

FRANK C. KNIGHT
MERCHANT TAILOR

V

Every-Other-Day
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OFFICER TYLER

RELATES FACTS

VALLEY
OF THE
GIANTS
PETER D.KYNE

'AAKfOR

OK

“CAKKY RICKS"-

COPYRIGHT, BY PETER JB.KYNE
She looked ot him bravely. “I didn't

SYNOPSIS.

CHAPTER I.—Pioneer In the California
redwood region, John Cardigan, at forty(even, Is the leading citizen of Sequoia.
owner of mills, ships, and many acres of
- Umber, a widower after three years ot
married life, and father of two-day-old
Bryce Cardigan.

]
I
!
j
|

it

<11

CHAPTER II.—At fourteen Bryce makes
the acquaintance of Shirley Sumner, a vis
itor to Sequoia, and his Junior by a few
years. Together they visit the Valley of
the Giants, sacred to John Cardigan and
his son as the burial place of Bryce's
mother, and part with mutual regret.

CHAPTER III.—While Bryce is at col- |
lege John Cardigan meets with heavy
business losses and for the first time views i
the future with uncertainty.
CHAPTER IV.—After graduation from j
college, and a trip abroad. Bryce Cardi- 1
gan comes home. On the train he meets ,
Shirley Sumner, on her way to Sequoia to j
make her home there with her uncle.
Col. Pennington. Bryce learns that his i
father's eyesight has failed and that Col.
Pennington is seeking to take advantage of
the old man's business misfortunes.
CHAPTER V.-In the Valley of the
Giants young Cardigan finds a tree felled
directly across his mother's grave. Indi
cations are that it was cut down to secure
the burl, and evidence seems to show that
Pennington and his woods-boss, Jules
Rondeau, are implicated tn the outrage.
CHAPTER VI —Pining with Col. Pen- i
nlngton and his niece, Bryce finds the
room paneled with redwood burl, confirm
ing his suspicions of Pennington's guilt |
In a diplomatic way, unperceived by Sliirley, the two men declare war.
CHAPTER VII.—Pennington refuses to
renew his logging contract with the Car difans, believing his action means bank
ruptcy for the latter Bryce forces Ron
deau to confess he feiled the tree in the
Valley of the Giants, at Pennington’s or- 1
der. After punishing the man. Bryce
hurls him at Col. Pennington, who, with
8hirley, had witnessed the fight. Penning
ton is humiliated, and the girl, indignant,
orders Bryce to leave.her and forget their ,
friendship He leaves, but refuses to ac
cept dismissal.
CHAPTER VIII—Continued

. - kl

“Father Isn’t Sick.

He’s Drunk."

/CHI

Traffic Policeman Equal To
His Job All the Time Since
Taking Tanlac.
"I didn't believe half I was hearing
about Tanlac but since I've tried it my
self 1 kow that not a word too much
has been said about it,” said W. E.
Tyler, who resides on Church street,
Brattleboro, Vt. Mr. Tyler, who is a
traffic officer stationed in the heart of
Brattleboro’s business district, is one
of the mofct popular members of the
force. Continuing he said:
‘My big trouble before I got hold of
Tanlac was with my stomach. 1 could
never do justice to a meal, in fact, had
to be very particular about every bite I
ate. Sometimes there was a burning
like fire in my stomach, so bad I could
hardly stand it. My heart would often
beat at a teiritic rate and many a time
when traffic came too fast or got con
gested I would get so dizzy and fainty
it was all I could do to stand up. I
had awful headaches at times and had
been bothered with rheumatism nearly
three years. My sleep was all broken
up and all through the day I felt under
the weather, weak and tired out.
“But now I don’t feel like the same
man. why, I've never seen anything
make, a fellow pick up like Tanlac. My
appetite is line', and to see me eat no
body would think I had ever been
bothered with stomach trouble in my
life. My heart action is regular and I
am no longer troubled with heartburn.
I can't tell I ever had rheumatism, and
as for headaches and dizzy spells,
they are a thing of the past. I sleep
like a log and feel so strong and well
I'm equal to my job at all times.”
Tanlac is sold in Rockland by Corner
Drug Store; in Washington by F. L.
Ludwig; in North Haven by W. S.
•Hopkins, and by the leading druggists
in every town.—adv.

gans remain in business. I’d finance
him for a trip to some state institu
tion where they sometimes reclaim
such wreckage, if I didn’t think he's
too old a dog to be taught new tricks.”
“Pe/haps,” she suggested sadly
“you had better talk the matter over
with him."
“No, Pd rather not. I'm fond of your
father, Moira. He was a man when
I saw him last—such a man as these
woods will never see again—and 1
don't want to see liim again until he's
cold sober. I'll write him a letter. As
for you, Moira, you're fired, too. I'll
not have you waiting on table in tny
logging-cam])—not by a jugful! You're
to come down to Sequoia and go to
work in our office. We can use you on
tlie books, helping Sinclair, and re
lieve him of the task of billing, check
ing tallies, and looking after the pay
roll. I'll pay you a hundred dollars
a month, Moira. Can you get along
on that?"
Her hard hand closed over his
tightly, hut she did not. speak.
“Ail right Moira. It's a go, then
There, there, girl, don't cry.
We
Cardigans had twenty-five years of
faithful service fRRni Donald McTavish before he commenced slippln
after all, we owe him something, I
think."
She drew his hand suddenly to her
lips and kissed it; her hot tears ot
joy fell on it, but her heart was too
full for mere words.
Tiddle-de-dee, Moira!
Buck up.'
he protested, hugely pleased, but ein
biirrasscd withal. “The way you take
this, one would think you had expert
ed me to go back on an old pal and
had been pleasantly surprised when I
didn't. Clieer up. Moira ! I'll tell you
what PH do. I'll advance you two
months’ salary for—well, you'll neetl
a lot of clothes and tilings In Sequoia
that you don't need here. Amt Pn
glad I’ve managed to settle the. M

know yon nl first. Mr. Bryce. I fibbed
Father isn’t sick. He's drunk."
"I thought so when I saw the load
ing-crew taking il easy at the loglanding. I in terribly sorry.”
“I loathe It—and I cannot leave It."
she hurst out vehemently. “I'm chain
ed to my degradation.
1 dream
dreams, and they'll never come true
He came toward her with outstretch I—1—oh, Mr. Bryce, Mr. Bryce, Pm so
ed hand. “And you wese a little girl unhappy.”
when I saw you last. Now—you're a
“So jin 1," he retorted. “We nil
woman." She grasped his hand with get our dose of it, .you know, and just
the frank heartiness of a man.
at present I'm having an extra helping.
“I'm twenty years old," she Informed It seems. You're cursed with too
him.
much Imagination, Moira. I'm sorry
"Stand right where you are until I about your father. For all his sixty
have looked at you," he commanded, years, Moira, your confounded parent
and hacked off a few feet, the better can still manhandle any man on the
to contemplate her.
pay-roll, and as fast as Dad put in a
He saw a girl slightly above medium new woods-boss old Mac drove him off
height, tanned, robust simply gowned (lie Job. He simply declines to he
In a gingham dress. Her bands were tired, and Dad's worn out and too tired
soiled from her recent labors In the to bother about his old woods-boss any
pansy-bed, and her shots were heavy more. He’s been wailing until I should
and coarse; yet neither hands nor feel get bnck."
“1 know," said Moira wearily. “No
were large or ungraceful. Her head
was well formed; her hair, jet black body wants to l>e Cardigan's woodsand of unusual lustre and abundance, boss and have to fight my father to
was parted in the middle and held in hold his jo'.i. I realize what a uuis
an old-fashioned coil at tlie nape of ance he has become."
a neck the beauty of which was re
Bryce chuckled. "Of course llie mat
vealed by the low cut of her simple ter simmers dowp to Ibis: Dad is so
frock. Her nose was patrician, her fond of your father that lie just hasn't
face oval; her lips, full and red. were got the moral courage to work liim
slightly parted in the adorable Cupid's over—and now that job is up to me.
bow which is tlie Inevitable heritage of Moira. Pm not going to beat about the
a short upper lip; her teeth were hush with you. They tell me your
white ns Parian marble; and her fill! father is a hopeless inebriate.”
breast was rising and falling swiftly,
■'I'm afraid he is. Mr. Bryce.”
as if she labored under suppressed ex
“How long lias he been drinking to
citement.
excess?”
So delightful a picture did Moira
“About ten years, I think. Of course,
MeTavish make that Bryce forgot all he would always take a few drinks
his troubles in her sweet presence. with the men around pay-day, but after
•'By the gods. Moira.” lie declared mother died, he began taking his
earnestly. “you’re a peach! When I drinks between pay-days. Then be
saw you last, you were awkward and took to going down to Sequoia on
leggy, like a colt. I'm sure you weren't Saturday nights and coming back on
a bit good looking. And now you're the mad-train, the maddest of the lot.
the most ravishing young lady in sev I suppose he was lonely, too. He
enteen counties.
By jingo. Moira, didn't get real bad, however, till
you're a stunner and no mistake. Are ahout two years ago.”
you married?"
“Well, we have to get logs to the
She shook her head, blushing pleas mill, and we can't get them with old
urably at bis unpolished but sincere John P.arleycorn for a •> woods-boss.
compliments.
Moira. So we're going to change
“What? Not married.
Why, whai woods-hosses, and the new woods-boss
the deuce can he the matter witti the will not lie driven off the job, because
eligible young fellows hereabouts?”
I’in going to stay up here a couple of
“There aren’t any eligible young fel
weeks and break liim in myself. But
lows hereabouts, Mr. Bryce. And I've how do you manage to get money to
lived In these woods all my life."
clothe yourself?
Sinclair tells me
“Are you lonely. Moira?"
Mac needs every cent of his Wo hull
She nodded.
dred and fifty dollars a month to enjoy
“Poor Moira!" he murmured ab himself.”
sently.
“I used to steal from him,” the girl
The thought that he so readily un admitted.
“Then I grew ashamed of
derstood touched her; a glint of tears that, and for the past six months I've
was tn her sad eyes. He saw them been earning my own living. Mr. Sin
and placed his arms fraternally around clair was- very kind. He gave me a
her
shoulders. “Tut-tut,
Moira! joli waiting on table in the camp din
Don't cry,” he soothed her. “I un ing room. You see, I had to have
derstand perfectly, and of course we'll something here. I couldn't leave tn>
have to do something about it. You're father. He had to have somebody to
too fine for this.” With a sweep of take care of him. Don't you see, Mr.
his hand he indicated the camp. “Sit Bryce?”
“Sinclair Is a fuzzy old fool,” Bryce
down on the steps, Moira, and we*ll
talk it over. I really called to see declared with emphasis. "The Idea of
your father, but I guess I don’t want our woods-boss's daughter siitgins
hash to lumberjacks. Poor Moira!”
to see him after all—if lie's sick.”
He took one of her hands in his
noting the callous spots on the plump
palm,’the thick finger-joints that hint
ed so of toll, the nails that had never
been manicured save by Moira herself.
“Do you remember when I was a boy,
Moira, how I used to come up to tin
logging-camps to hunt and fish? I al
A man is as old as his organs; he ways lived with the McTaviShes then.
can be as vigorous and healthy at And In September, when the huckle
70 as at 35 if he aids his organs in berries were ripe, we used to go out
performing their functions. Keep and pick them together. Poor Moira!
your vital organs healthy with Why, we're old pals, and I’ll be shot
If I’m going to see you suffer. Listen,
Moira. I'm going to fire your father,
ns I’ve said, because he's working for
old J. B. now, not the Cardigan Red
wood Lumber company. I really ought
to pension him after his long years In
tlie Cardigan service, but I'll be
The world’s standard remedy for kidney,
hanged if we can afford pensions any
liver, bladder end uric acid troubles
since 1696; corrects disorders; stimulates more—particularly to keep a man in
vital organs. All druggists, three sizes. booze; so the best our old woods-boss
for (be name Gold Medal on every beg gets from me is this shanty, or another
like It when we move to new cuttings,
Telephone that item of news to The and a perpetual meal-ticket for our
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of camp dining room while the -Cardi

MAN’S
BEST AGE
COLD MEDAL

Lm|c

readers will see It.

‘The Beit Apex Salesman Is An Apex Owner!”

Tavlsh hash without kicking up a row
and hurting your feelings. Poor old
Mae! Pm sorry 1 can't bear with him
but we simply have to have the logs,
you know."
He rose, stpoped, and pinched her
ear; for had he not known her since
childhood, and had they not gathered
huckleberries together in tlie long
ago? She was sister to hint—just an
other one of his problems—-and noth
ing more. “Report on tlie job as soon
as possible. Moira,” he called to her
from tlie gate.
Presently, when Moira lifted her
Madonna glance to die frieze of tint
her on the skyline, there was a new
glory In her eyes; and Io, It was au
tumn in tlie woods, for over that hill
Prince Charming had come to Iter, and
life was all crimson anti gold!
When tlie train loaded with Cardi
gan logs crawled in on tlie main track
and stopped nt tlie log-landing in Pen
nington's cani||. the locomotive tin
coupled am! hacked in on the siding
for the purpose of kicking the caboose
in which Shirley and Colonel Penning
ton had ridtlen to tlie woods, out onto
the main line again—where, owing tn
a slight downhill grade, die caboose
controlled by the braketnan could
coast gently forward and be honked
onto tlie end of tlie log train for tlie
return journey to Sequoia.
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“Hello, Dear, Of Course I Can Go With You—
My Apex Has Finished The Cleaning!”
“My cleaning is all done in a few minutes now with my Apex. The Apex
does it so much easier and cleaner than I could before I had it. Stop for me
on your way out—I’ll be all ready.”

The woman who has an Apex cleaner saves hours of time for recreation—she
keeps young by giving herself more time for the club and social affairs. The
cleaner gives her a new conception of housekeeping ease and enjoyment.
«

1

’Phone or write us to send out an Apex for you to try.

No cost or obligation.

Your friend who owns an Apex cleaner is really sincere when she says,
“I couldn’t keep house without my Apex cleaner.”

At your merest suggestion we shall gladly send out a brand new Apex for you
to try on your own rugs and furnishings. With the Apex cleaner in your
home you will obtain the same wonderful advantages that a quarter million
housewives are now enjoying.

MY

Ask us t6 send one out. See how it refreshes and renews the surface of your
floor coverings. Note how the inclined nozzle reaches under low furniture
and immovable objects.

Until you have tried it, piease don’t pass judgment on how much it will help
you.

If you like the Apex and want to keep it, you
can buy it on easy monthly payments.

Only

a small amount down.

v
4c

Electric £

APRONS

GINGHAMS

4c

Bungalow Aprons, nice quality
percale, light and dark. 1 Bunga
low Apron $2.50.
2 Bungalow Aprons....... $2.54

4c

PUBLIC LIBRARY NOTES TAPESTRY Stair Carpet 4c
Two rolls Printed Tapestry Stair
the<'arpet. t yard $1.50.

'-

"I rr
»nd assistant.

1C

4c

Percale and Gingham Waists,
newest models. 1 Waist $1.75.
2 Waists ....... $1.79

PRINTS

rrom the January Issue or
Maine Library Bulletin.

WAISTS

Overdrapes in dainty colors and
designs. 1 yard 75c.
2 yards .... ...79c

— >00 yards Light Print, good
quality, mostly light colors.
“I yard 21c.
2 yards....... 25c

.

FI
4c

Bates Ginghams stripe, plaid..
plain colors 1 yard 42c.
2 yards .......46c

CARPETS
Felt Back Floor Cloth for dining
room, kitchen, chamber.
1 yard $1.00.
2 yards ....... $1.04

CORSETS

Co.

WS;
1

i and Camden
530

,4c

Odd lot of Corsets, including P.
N.-Regal-Royal Worcester, sizes
19 to 26. 1 pail- $3.00.

2 >ards
•••••"•t1-®4
ITT
'.f

Camden—There have been fifty-four
books presented within two months.
Does Your FcoJ Digest?
All are interested in the building fund
Mi-O-Na,
that’s the name of the bes;
for which money has been contributed j
and pledged. We trust to report at I prescription ever w ritten for indigesthe next quarter a good substantial tion or stomach distress. Guaranteed
Kittredge Pharmacy.
T-3t
sum.
Belfast—Children’s book week. No- I
vember 15-20, was observed at the Bel
fast Free Library by exhibiting in the
reading-room special callections of
children’s books, including picture
books, fairy tales, illustrated editions
Ruddy Cheeks- -SparklingEycs
of the children’s classics, popular
—Most Won en Can Have
stories
and
information
books.
A
few
(To be continued—Began Dec. 25. Back
beautifully illustrated books borrowed
copies can be supplied.)
Says Dr. Edwards,' a Well-Known
from the Maine Library Commission
Ohio Physician
added to the attractiveness of the ex
hibit. Among the posters was an
Dr.F.M.Edwards for 17 years treated
original drawing by Miss Katherine
scores of women for liver and bowel ail
Brown, a member of the Library Train
ments.
During these years he cave to
THAT
ing Class.
his patients a prescription made of a
Thomaston—Miss Lizzie S. Levenfew well-known vegetable ingredients
saler, resigned as librarian in July
mixed with olive oil, naming them
and Miss Ella K. Gillchrest has been
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets. You will
WITH
appointed in her pPace. A gift of $100
know them by their olive color.
for purchase of books has been given
These tablets are wondw-workers on
by the Citizens’ Entertainment Com
the liver and bowels, which cause a
mittee.
normal action, carrying off the waste
Friendship—Books have been pre and poisonous matter in one's system.
MENTHOLATED
HOARHOUND sented to the Library by Miss Alyce
If you have a paie face, sallow look,
COUGH DROPS Logan of Worcester, Mass., ana by dull eyes, pimples, coated tongue, head
Mr. and Mrs. James Logan.
aches, a listless, no-good feeling, all out
Islesboro—Miss >ieda Dodge has re of sorts, inactive bowels, you take one
signed her position as Librarian_ and of Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets nightly
is now attending Grey’s Business Col for a time and note tlie pleasing results.
lege in Portland. Miss Helen Pendle
Thousands of women and men take
ton is her successor. The students in
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets—the suc
■TED-HOAMl
the High School find the Library a cessful substitute for calomel -now and
great help in their work and a special then just to keep them fit. 15c and 30c.
COUGH DROPS
effort is being made to secure the
books which they need. Several books
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
have been presented during the past
two months which have been greatly
Attorney at Law
appreciated.
Rockland—Miss Marion Healey has
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
CA-BRICCS COMPANY «
resigned as first assistant at the Rock
CAMBRIDGE. MASS.
431 MAIN STREET : : ROCKLAND. ME.
land Public Library to accent a posi- TNohaau—
463. Houm. 693-W. IJU

-A lia.b'3
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COUGH

Briggs

CMm.

Not if .you arc feeling two-thirds sick. Few of ng can look
happy or be decently ayieealijo when suffering from hcadarhe
or any !;I cf indigestion, or even a simple cold. But you
WILL feel lii.e smiling nil the time after a few days’ treat
ment with the “L. F.” Atwood Medicine, for its first action
is to expel the “blues” which usually result from a clogged
or bilious condition. Its cleansing process extends to the
blood; there's no bettet blood purifier. Soon you’ll feel
atronger, eat better, sleep sounder. And tlien you’ll smile,
without effort and wonder why you never tried this “Good*
health”,remedy before. Got a 5ff cent bcttlc today. It’s
economical—60 doses — and always waiting to aid you.
Sold everywhere. Satisfaction cssured by
The “I,. I'.” Medicine Co., Portland, Me.

Every -Other-Day

-k.
ROCKLAND

GIRLS ARE

FAST

V

When It Comes To Playing Basketball—Are You Fol
lowing Their Whirlwind Career.
The finest exhibition of girls’ basket
ball ever seen in this city reulted in
the crushing defeat of the Lincoln
Academy by the Rockland High in
Kimball hall Friday evening. The boys
game went to Lincoln, but the Rock
land lads showed a decided improve
ment in form.
As the girls team came on the floor
the Rockland group was given an ova
tion that warmed the cockles of one’s
heart. These teams were very evenly
balanced in height and weight.
Tlie
Lincoln Academy girls wore the nob
biest outfits seen this season but their
playing was not as nobby as their
suits, as was very soon demonstrated.
They were utterly helpless before the
accurate passing and team work of the
Rockland girls The great bulk of the
work fell to the centers and forwards.
Only two goals were made by Lincoln,
and the Rockland goal was seldom in
danger. When the ball got into the
Rockland territory Moran or Snow had
it almost instantly winging its way
back. All lovers of the game were
pleased with the expert passing of
Flanagan and Green.
The centers
have little chance for spectacular work
but the scaring power of the whole
machine depends upon their perform
ance.
But it was the work of tlie forwards
that carried the crowd off its feet. A
short time ago it was stated in these
columns that Pauline McLoon was de
veloping into a blond cyclone.
Well,
the cyclone struck Friday night.
Though continually guarded by her op
ponents, nothing could stop the light
ening speed of her passes to Winslow,
and shots for the basket, (’apt. Win?
slow, though still handicapped by two
sprained fingers, played a game that
was truly remarkable The coach of
the Lincoln team officiated.
Summary: Goals from floor: Win
slow 15. McLoon IS. Barnes 2. Score
R. H. S. Girls 66, Lincoln Academy 4.
The Boys’ Game
The Lincoln Academy boys came
here with the reputation* of being the
one best bet for the league champion
ship. The team is far heavier than
Rockland and did some clever passing
that mystified the local boys.
The
Academy lads were about the same
group which played here last fall, and
football is the best characterization of
Friday night’s game.
Though not
vicious, it was decidedly rough and the
advantage was so thoroughly with
the visitors that the home team was
practically all disabled before the end.
Jim Sullivan handled the whistle the
first half, and while absolutely fair,
called so few fouls that Principal
Cluny of Lincoln Academy protested.
The management allowed the protest,
in line with its policy of trying to give
all visitors a square deal.
So Principal Cluny produced a New
castle man who would referee strictly
up to the A. A. U. rules. The princi
pal was as thoroughly disgusted as the
rest of the audience with tlie “rough
house” that followed If this referee
had ever seen a rule book he had for

gotten all about it, for not a foul was
called.
T he Rockland boys played basketball
every minute and got some splendid
practice for next Friday night’s game,
when Rockland meets Camden in Kim
ball hall.
Summary: Goals from floor: Ray 4.
Gay 4, Marston 2, Flanagan 4. Score,
Licoln Academy 26, R. H. S. 8.
In spite of the storm Friday, Kim
ball hall was crowded It takes more
than ice, snow and sleet to dampen the
ardor of the Rockland basketball fans
with the team they have to yell for.
When the management cast up its ac
counts however it did not result in a
smile of financial satisfaction.
The
total receipts came to $33.70.
An in
formal dance afterward netted the
colossal sum of $3.20. The total ex
penses of the Lincoln Academy teams
was $48.94. This left a deficit of $12.04
not considering the overhead which is
considerable, as the bare rent of the
hall is $40 a month. There has not
been a game this season paying ex
penses, consequently the management
is forced into th(\ position of shutting
up shop or charging a higher fee. To
our way of thinking the alternative is
unthinkable and we feel that the pub
lic will he willing to pay 50 cents and
students 35 to keep this great team of
ours in the field.

Basketball Briefs
Lincoln Academy, the one best bet
for league champs.
Watch that little Rockport team.
The northern entrance is far more
satisfactory than the old one.
Soyie thrifty soul snapped off the
corridor lights on their way down.
Don’t do it again. Mister.
By common consent: The L. A. girls
were a mighty nice bunch.
Ray will travel some when he covers
Dunton of Rockport.
66 to 4—Good night!
Coach Sullivan’s smile was a record
breaker after the game.
Lin Rogers refereed in Camden Fri
day night and gave general satisfac
tion. He will probably hold the whistle
in the Camden game here.
Camden this Friday at Kimball.
C* Mon L’p.
Next Friday after the game a semi
private dance will be held with good
music.
Oliver Hamlin got so excited in the
goal shooting orgy that he bent a
twenty penny nail up double. He re-^
peated his performance afterward be
fore an open mouthed audience.

EMPIRE THEATRE
It is not easy to conceive a beauti
ful woman liltc Enid Bennett in the
role nl a slattern, but you aee her
thtiM in today's) feature picture "Hair
pins.” When she found that her hus
band was slipping away from her in
fluence there came a wonderful
transformation. See it yourself, and
enioy the picture, as hundreds of
others did yesterday and don’t skip
’The Vanishing Dagger" whieli is

as good as
. LaTouraine Coffee
40 cents per Vi pound canister

WET FEET BRING COUGHS AND COLDS
Unfit entirely rid of a cough or cold, look out

Just a few doses of Pe-ru-na
taken soon after exposure or
first manifestation of trouble
will usually break a cold or
dissipate in a hurry the most
persistent cough.
TABLETS OR LIQUID

9^

They are a source of danger.

PE-RU-NA
Km

Tta Wal

wi Emrnocy Nwelj

Two generations have known
PE-KU-NA and its astonish
ing success in the relief of
catarrhal diseases. The pro
per medicine to have on hand
for everyday ills.
SOLD EVERYWHERE

KEEP IT IN THE HOUSE *3*

Fertilizers of Proven Merit
ROFITABLE yields depend on the avail
ability of the plant food with which crops
are fed during the growing season.
The Lowell Fertilizer Company manufac
tures Special brands of fertilizers that carry
-Jhe right kinds and proper amounts of plant
food for your crops. LOWELL Fertilizers are
made from Bone, Blood and Meat Meal forti
fied with essential chemicals. All potash used
is high-grade potash imported by us direct
from Germany.
,
Lowell Fertilizers are quality fertilizers.
They are in the best mechanical condition, and
are ready to apply.
Order your supply of LOWELL Animal
Fertilizers today. Make this year’s crop profit
able with the right kind of fertilizers.
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Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ames of Auguta are Visiting their sister, Mrs. Ger
tie Roman, for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Tibbetts of Jef
ferson called on relatives here Thurs
day.
Mrs. Fred Babb and Mrs. Earl Marson are confined to the house with the
prevailing epidemic.
Charlie Bowman is hauling lumber
to the Farrar milZihls week.
Our community has been saddened
by the sudden death of Mrs. Nellie
Maddocks at the State Asylum in Au
gusta where she has lived since last
May. She has been in poor health for
some time but she always looked on
the bright side of life. The remains
were brought home and services were
held in the chapel by her old-time
friends and neighbors'assisted by Mr.
Brewer. The deceased leaves a daugh
ter. Geneva IJ. Maddocks and two
brothers, now living in the far West,
Austin and Warren Kennedy.
Grati
tude is expressed to all those who ren
dered assistance in connection with
the funeral, especially to Mr. Brewer.
Frank Jewett, who lias been confined
to the house with the grippe is able to
be out again.
A cottage meeting was held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Burdick
Wednesday evening. These meetings
are very interestingly conducted by Mr.
Brewer and we believe the Lord sent
him here to open the door of our
chapel as they have been closed for
some time and we were much in need
of meetings here.

Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
Osteopathic Physicians
U UNION STREET, ROCKLANO. MAINE
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. N.
CVENING8 A SUNDAYS RY APP0INTNENT
TELEPHONE I3S
l-«»

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Offln: VINAL BLOCK. TH0MA8T0N
"
Office lloure: I to 3 and 7 to 0 P. M.
Roaldenco until 9 A. M. and by Anaolntnaal
TELEPHONES: Reeldanoa. 41-4; Oflaa, I4S.
* 33-tf

DAVIS & STURM
Chiropractors
Palmer School Grrfduatea
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. MAINE

Hours 2:00 to 5:00 P. M. Evenlnis 6:30 to 7.30
_______ TELEPHONE CONNECTION
126-it

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.

,

407 MAIN STREET
Hoon: 9 to 12 A. M.; I to 9 P M.
Residence. 21 Fu<ton Street. Tel. 311*J.
Office "telephone 493-W.

B. H. KELLER, M. D.
75-MAIN STREET, THOMASTON

Office Hours—Until 9 a. m.; I to 3; 7 to 9 p. m.
Telephone 141*3
3 tf

DR. J. C. HILL
Residence and Office, 266 Main Street
Rockland, Me.

Office Hours:

10 to 11 A. M.; 1 to 2 P. M.; 6 to 8 P. M.

120 If

DR. A. W. FOSS
II Btoab Etroot

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.—L. MARCUS
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK, SCHOOL

STREET,

ROCKLAND

ROCKLANO. MAINE
OFFICE HOURS: 1:00 to 3:0d; 7:M la
TELEPHONE MS
i:i i:i_______________

«:W

C. E. buchananTm. D?
General Medicine

VINALHAVEN
The pupils of the High School are
about to issue ?t paper called The Exil\ with the editorial staff as fol
lows: Sadie Aines (’21), editor in
chief: Virgil Smith, (’21), business
manager: Ivan Poole, (’21), alumni
editor
Virginia Black, (’£1), ex
change editor: Carrol Burns, (’21),
athletic editor; Edith Libby, (’22). lo
cal editor in chief; Evelyn Chilles,
(’21), local editor: Annie Calder, (’23)
local editor; Cora Vinal, (’24), local
editor.
The Married Fobes dance, at Town
Hall, Thursday evening was one of
the most enjoyable of the season and
-ill are looking forward to the Mask
Ball, Fel). 22nd, as announced by the
Silent Sisters.
Mrs. W .Y. Fossett and little Avis
Johnson arrived Saturday from Port
land.
C. L. Bowman and \y. K. Billings
returned Saturday from Rockland,
where they installed the officers of
Knox Lodge. I. O. O. F..
Ferflald Ames was in Rockland
Saturday on a business trip.
S
T. E. Libby was in town this
(’amps Wigwam. lookout anjrAIyosca at Shore Acres were Occupied
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Smith enter
tained ffiends Sunday/ evening in
Minor of Mr. Smith's birthday. A
delicious Ihneh \ asj*served.
Another victory for V. H. School.
Tlia V. H. S. jockey team accepted
a challenge JSom the Sons of Rest,
lor a ga i»r Thursday evening Jan.
13th. The game was greatly enjoyed
by the high school girls. In the first
neriodf V H. S. got the jump on the
Son/ of Rest and kept it strongly by
Scqring four goals. In the second
period they showed that the spirit
Was the same by scoring three more
goals owing to good work of Ray’rtiond and Smith.
Darkness was
<Y>ming on so the game was called off
i« the third period after scoring two
njore by the good work of Poole and
I^kvis. Smith. Raymond and Poole
starred for V. 11. S. while Cunningham
Patrick and Grey for the Sons of
Re it. Louie Merrit hew was greatly
misted on account of his good spirit
teaiji work. The score was 9-0 in
favir of \T If. S. The line up fol
lows:
V. H. S.
Sons of Rest
Raymond. C.
Cunningham, c
Hall. 1. \v.:
Greenlaw, 1. w.;
Smith, r. \\.:
Grey, r. w.:
Bums, g: ,
Pulk, g:
Davis, p:
Patrick, p;
Poole, <•. p.;
Robertson, c. p:
Miller, r. o. |

STONINGTON
Stonington High defeated Deer Isle
High by a score of 4 to 0 in a game
of basket ball at the (fpera House last
Friday evening. Angelo Scare! scor
ed the only field goal of the game, the
other two points being scored on
fouls thrown bv Milo Clarke.
Mrs. George Corant of Deer Isle is
a guest of Dr. and .Mrs. B. L. Noyes.
Installation of Juanita Chapter, O.
E. S wil be held Thursday.
There were no services at the Fed
erated Churih Sunday. Rev. E. V. Al
len being confined to the house with a
severe cold. .
/
Margaret Gross has resumed lv*r
studies at Grays’ Business Collegp'in
Portland after spending.a few ifeeks
with” her parents, Mr. and Mr^/Francis Gross.
Rexford
Hamblen tyw” installed
electric lights in his h*rfise at Greenhead.
----------------------------------------------------------

35 Limerock Street
OFFICE HOURS 1 to 3; 7 to 8 P. M.

TELEPHONE 473

SEVEN

MILLION

TO SPARE

The Amazing Plurality By Which Harding Was Elected
President—The Also-Rans.

PEGGY coughed for an hour
after bedtime until Mother
thought of Kemp’s Balsam. A
half teaspoonful quickly re
lieved the irritation, after which
she soon went to sleep.

KEMP'S BALSAM
^lVIUS«op rWVCough^

14ft»Mrh29

’ MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Trains Leave Rockland for
Eastern Standard Time
Augusta. A§7 00a. ni., 17 30 a. nr.tl.IO p. tn.
Bangor A{7.00a. in., t7.3Ua. in . tl.lOp. tn.
Bath, A§7.fl0a.ni., t7.30a.m., tL10p.ro. A§4.3G
p tn.. 14.3.5;». m
Boston . A§7.00a m.. 17.30a. tn.. tl.10p.m.
Brunswick. §7.00 a. in.. 17.30 a. tn , tl.10 p. nt.,
11.35 p. tn
Lewiston. A87.00 a tn.. 17.30 a tn.. 11.10 p tn.
New York, 14.35 p nt.
Portland. A§7.00a. tn.. 17.30 a. in., |l 10 p4 m.,
14.35 p tn.
Waterville. A87 00 a. in.. 17.30 a. ra . 11.10 p in.
Woolwich, §7.00 a tn . 17.30 a. m. 11.10 p.iu.,
§4.30? m., 14.35 p nt.
t Daily .exceptSunday.
,
sSunday only.
A Passengers provide own (crrhige lx.tw«'*'ii Wool
With and Bath

DR. C. D. NORTH
Physician and X-Ray Operator
OFFICE, 15 Bnck Str.ot, R0CKLANS
OFFICE HOURS: Until I a. M.
I:M to 3:00 and 7:00 te t:M a. M.
_________ TELEPHONE 712
II-tf

Interesting comparisons of tlie popu- ( rolled up a vote of 897.011. The SoTHE S1LSBY HOSPITAL
lar vote for President in 1920 antLt9.16 cialit party vote in New York State
E. B. SILSBY, Surgaen
are made possible by official figures of was 203,114, a gain of 157,170 over 1916
—end—
various state
election
canvassing and of 139,73 over 1912. Debs polled
X-RAY Operator
boards, compiled by The Associated only 28 votes in South Carolina and 38
II IUMMER STREET, ROGKLUt*
Press and made public Monday. They in Idaho while in Vermont the party
TELEPHONE 123
show a total popular vote of 26,759,708 fi’ed no nomination.
es-ttt
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M. L. HARRIS.
Dr. Aaron Watkins, nominee of the B-20-20 V.P & Gen i Mgr. Gen I Passenger Agt.
for the candidates of seven parties as
compared wlttr'A total popular vote of Prohibitionists, polled a total vote of
DR. F. S. PO VVERS
18,515.340 foF the candidates of five 187,470, a decrease of 3,036 from the
parties InJtSlS. The returns from Ten party vote of 1916. Out of a total of
Dentist
Vinalhaven and Rockland
more than half a million votes cast in
nessee tUQhe are unofficial.
ORTHODONTIA (atralghtenlai tHtb)
Harding's plurality over Cox . was North Carolina the “dry" candidate re
GRADUATE HARVARD OENTAL COLLEGE
Steamboat Co.
7,00h»?63. Four years ago President ceived 17. Georgia gave him 8. Great
299 MAIN STRLET. ROCKLANO
Spear Block............. Foot of Park Street
WJteon’s plurality over Charles Evans er New Voik. including New York.
Office
Hours:
9 to 12; I to 5. TEL. 745*M.
MTughes was 591,385. New York State Bronx, Kings, Queens and Richmond
The direct route between
gave Harding a vote of 1,868,411, his counties, with a total vote of 1,276,768, HOCK LAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH nAVtCN,
STOsNINGTON. ISLE AU IIAUT AND
largest return in any one state, as com poll'd l,6‘in “<lrj“ ballots.
DR. LAWRY
SWAN'S ISLAND
The total vote pdlled by Parley
pared with 780,744 for Cox. Ohio, the
—
«
13 Oak Btroot
state of both the Republican and Dem Christensen, Farmer-Labor nominee,
Steamer loaves Rockland at 1.30 p. m.
ocratic
candidates, gave
Harding was 252,45. all cast in eighteen states.
HOURS:
N0CKLANB. MS.
for
Vinalhaven,
North
Haven,
Stonington
1,182.022 and Cox 780,037. Illinois gave Cox, the Socialist-Labor candidate, re
Uatll l:M a. a.
and Swan’s Island.
them, respectively, 1.420,480 and 534.394 ceived 42,950 votes ami Macauley, nom
2 ts 4 a. m ; 7 ts I 0. ai.
TELEPHONE I7«
Returning, leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30 n.
and Pennsylvania 1,219,215 and 503,202. inee of the Single Tax party, 5,747.
m. for Stonington. North Haven, Vinal*
The popular vote for President in
The 1920 vote for Eugene V. Debs,
haven and Rockland.
DR. W. HARRISON SANBORN
socialist candidate, was 914,869 while Maine was as follows^-- Harding, 136,W. 8. WHITE. Gen. Mgr.
in 1916 Benson polled only 585,113. 355; Cox, 58,961; Debs, 2,214; Macau
Dentist •
Four years previously, however, Debs ley, 310.
4M main street, rocklanb. mAimi
Opposite Tkoradiko Hotel
X-RAY aad DENTAL ELECTRIC TREATMENT

SMALLEY'S
piano, while the young people played
65-tf
“Tucker.’ We all hope to be favored
AUTO SERVICE
with another visit from Brother Libby
State Secretary E. H. Libby of Au in the near future.
DR. EMERY B. HOWARD
burn was entertained at the home of
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Maloney, over the
Dentist
weekend.
’AND BELFAST
HI
MAIN
8TREET,
ROCKLANB. ML
Capt. J. O. Chadwick and L. W.
tonsilitis or hoarseness,
Chadwick have returned from a visit
Atavo HJkton Tuttle Book Stars
gargle with warm salt ; Making two trips daily, leaving Hotel Phase 493-M. Office Hours: ( to 12 aad I ts I
in Rockland.
Rockland, calling at the Thorndike Hotel at
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Coombs and Mrs.
water. Rub Vicks over ' 7:00
A. M. and 12:30 Noon.
F. S. Stone, were in Rockland Tuesday.
W. A. JOHNSTON. REQ. PHC.
throat and cover with a i Leaving Windsor Hotel, Belfast at 10:30
Miss Agnes Wotton of Thomaston is
;
A.
M.
and 4:30 P. M.
JOHNSTON
’S DRUGSTORE
hot
flannel
cloth.
Swal

visiting her sister, Mrs. Ernest Ma
Service will continue as long as the auto
COMPLETE drug ano sundry
"
low slowly small pieces.
loney.
•
can get through.
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
!1<5-tf
Charles Stone of Port Clyde Was a
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DE
VELOPING. PRINTING ANO EN
guest at F. A. Flinton’s recently? Mr.
LARGING.
Flipton continues in very ill health.
NOTICE
OF
FORECLOSURE
370 Main St, Rockland, Me.
The dance in the Grange hall Thurs
day evening was well patronized. The
Whereas George B. Andrews, of Rockport, in
the County of Knox, and Htate of Maine, by
music was furnished by Winfield DePAUL M. STEVENS
his Mortgage Deed dated October 1, 1JI1K, ac
muth, who can make the violin almost
Over / 7 Million Jan Used Yearly
knowledged Norember -<». 1918* and rooovdod
talk, with Mrs. Lizzie Maloney pianist.
in Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 1X0, page
Public Accountant
260, conveyed to the undersigned. Mary I
The installation of Acorn Grange
Greenlaw, Alice Andrews, Francis Ruck HIT, aud
Kidneys
Audits
Jan. 8, was the most enjoyable event of
Xlienuan .1 Weed, a certain lot or parcel ot
Systems
land with the buildings thereon, situate in said
the season and was witnessed with
Federal Income Tax Reports
Rockport on the northerly side of West street,
peasure by a large ’number of invited
Inhaling the fumes of turpentine and and
hounded and described as follows:
Rockland, Me.
156*12
Tel. 230
guests. The ceremony was beautifully white cad often weakens the kidneys.
Beginning on said street at corner of land
and impressively performed by State That’s one reason why so many paint j formerly of Lorenzo Greenlaw; thence North
by said street, nine rods, more or less,
Secretary E. H. Libby of Auburn, in ers have bad backs and sick kidneys. westerly
to land of Leslie (’. Dean ; thence Northeast
stalling officer, assisted by Donald Exposure, frequent colds and chills erly by said Dean's laud nine rods, more or
Rivers of Acorn Grange with Mrs. Er and the strain of climbing up and down less, to land formerly of the heirs of .1 E
Ross- thence Southeasterly by said Ross laud
nest Maloney pianist. Th^» following ladders help start the trouble.
nine rods, more or less, to land of said Green
officers were install’d: Master, A. L.
la
for wash
If your back aches, if sharp pains law ; thence Southwesterly by said Greenlaw’s
Burton; overseer. Albert Orff; lecturer, strike you in the back w'hen stooping, land nine rods, more or less, to said street nt
ing olothea, and
point
of
beginning,
containing
eighty-one
square
Jennie Fales; steward, Eldrean Orff; lifting or working; if you have head rods, more or less, aud whereas the conditions
will remove mil
assistant stewaixl. Harold Robinson; aches, dizziness, rheumatic pains; if of said Mortgage have been broken, now there
dew,
iron rusl.
chaplain, Martha Robinson: treasuur, the urine is discolored or passages fore, by reason of tho breach of tlie condi
thereof we claim a foreclosure of suid
Hattie Burton'; secretary, Grace Ma painful and scanty, try Doan’s Kidney tions
Ink, (treaae and
mortgage
loney; Gatg Keeper, O. D. Robinson: Fills, the remedy so widely used and
MARY .1 GREENLAW.
fruit ataina from
ALICE X ANDREWS
Ceres, HyJ'tie Orff: Pomona, Fannie so well recommended by men in the
Urn flnnat fabriea
FRANCIS
RACKLIFFE,
Miller; Js. A. S., Gladys Orff. The lec painting trade. Here’s a Rockland tes
SHERMAN J WEED
without Inlury if
turer j^iesented the following program: timony:
January 3. 1921.
2T5-7
used anoording to
Singjng, America by everyone present;
S. M. Duncan, painter, 602 Main St.,
original recitation, Grace
Maloney; says: “I am a pointer by trade and tlie
dtreolioo.
L
W.
BENNER
incitation. Thedessa Witherspoon; rec fumes from the turpentine have a bad
itation, Mildred Geyer; reading, Hattie effect upon my kidneys. I had bad
It Will Also
—Dealer in—
Burton; reading, Hattie Orff; recita spells of backache and It would be a
tion, Donald Rivers; reading, Homer hard matter to get through with my
Remove
All Kinds of Real Estate
Marshall; recitation. Luthera Burton; work. M.v kidneys didn’t act* free
all
Rlalna
from
recitation, Leroy Burton. Luthera and enough and there seemed to be a stop 2 North Main St., Rockland
Leroy Burton are twins nine years old, page of the kidney secretions. At these
<
U tf
hath tube, lavason and daughter of the Worthy Mast times I a ways go to the Pendleton
tor 1 n a , olosela
er and treasurer of the Grange. They Drug Store and get a box of Doan’s
E.
J.
SMITH
sinks,
floora. eto.
w ere both' encored and their recitations Kidney Pids. It doesn't take this rem
Manufactured by
delighted the audience, as they are edy long to cure me of tlie attack.”
Real Estate
both very entertaining. A peanut* race
60c, at all dealers.
Foster-Milburn
the
by Bertha Maloney, Mildred Geyer and Go., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
m>>/, MAIN STREE1
Ruth Maloney was muh enjoyed. Ruth
■tnr.KLAND.* MAINE
MAGIC WATER CO., Augusta, Maine
Maloney won the prize.
Brother ROCKLAND
Libby was called on and his talk was
Local Dealers
ARTHUR L. ORNE
most interestlg and kept the audience
LOAN AND BUILDING
CODB'S, INC.; JAMESON
BEV
spellbound. One young lady who was
ASSOCIATION
Insurance
present at the installation, has written
ERAGE, HALL
MELVIN; LARto the secretary for two application
—HAS PAID—
RABEE&DODGE; O. S. DUNCAN;
SmiMMar to A. J. Enkloo A Co.
blanks, faying that after hearing s4uch
F. 0. HASKELL; E. C. PATTER
able talk from Brother Libby, she
• 17 MAIN STREET :
: ROCKLANO. NAINl
I------ - -------------------------------------------------SON, WEBBER’S MARKET and E.
could not help wishing to join the
SINCE 1907
Grange, and has persuaded another
B. SPEAR, Rockland. A. J. LINEGEORGE W. FOSTER
young lady to join with her.
At the Shares in the 67th Series now on sale
KEN and W. J. SPEAR, Thomas
close of the installation supper was
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER
Dealer in Pianos
ton.
A. W. HOOPER, F. S.
served in the banquet hall, the favorite
SEAVEY and L. B. ANTHONY,
dish being one of Brother Emery Hart’s
Office 407 Main Street
Fine Tuning
famous clam chowders. After the sup
Port Clyde.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
per, Brother Libby presided at the
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M
1 »l
PLEASANT POINT

s

ORETHROAT

Watch Your

WATER

A

Branch of Consolidated Rendering Co.
imiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiia1Maaaachuaetta

BONE - BLOOD - MEAT

DR. F. B. ADAMS
Office 400 Main Street. ROCKLAND. MAIMB
Office Hours, until 9 a. m.; I te 4 A. 7 to • p. eu
OFFICE TELEPHONE 160-W
Residence—Thorndike House. TEL. 129.

WEST WASHINGTON

LOWELL FERTILIZER COMPANY

.....

Professional&Business Cans

nearing its grand climax.
Robrt Warwick's role as tlie star of
"Thou Arj the Man" his new photo
play is one that appeals to all classes
of movie-goers. The picture is com
ing lor Wednesday and Thursday.
The ex-flghter is a soldier of fortune
in the South African diamond coun
try
Innocently involved ip a dia
mond-smuggling business, he leaves
his crooked employers, only to meet
a pretty girl and discover that her
brother is involved in the same disreputable game, loiter, a packet of
stolen diamonds are discovered on
him. and to protect the girl he serves
a Jail sentence. Her mind Is poisoned
In his absence by her brother add
others. Coming in upon him after his
release, and when he is rehabilitating
himself as the manager of a planta
tion. she denounces him. The truth,
however, comes out, and she is glad
to beg his forgiveness, and admit her
reborn love for him. Lois Wilson is
the leading woman.—Adv.

Send for illustrated booh showing practical results obtained
by practical farmers, Fraa.

Boston
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THOMASTON

PLEASES THE HUNTER

The I. S. C. gave a surprise party Commissioner
Parsons Re
for Viola Jones last Friday night in
honor of her birthday. The members
ports Three Good Hatching
were dressed in very gay costumes.
Ilot chocolate, fancy crackers and a
Seasons For Partridges.
delicious birthday cake were served.
Private installation ■ of Pythian Sis
Hon. Willis E. Parsons of Foxcroft,
ters will be held next Friday evening. commissioner of inland fisheries and
District deputy Mrs. Dora Maxey will J game, says that there have been
be installing officer.
Refreshments three fairly good matching * seasons
will be served. A large attendance is in succession—in fact, far .above the
desired.
average—and favorable to the rear
Krier.ds will he pleased to. know that ing of young birds so that the ruffed
Mr. and Xlrs. Percy Moody of Brook grouse have multiplied rapidly, and
line arc receiving congratulations on there is now no immediate danger,
the birth of a daughter. Virginia.
either of the extinction of this best
The Baptist Social Circle will hold of game birds, or such a depletion as
an all-day session Wednesday, at the will call for a reduction in the bag
home of Mrs. John Brown.
limit.
Kevi Lcrmond passed away Sunday
“In the big woods, away from the
at his home on Green street after a settlement and automobile trails the
very brief illness.
Funeral services ruffed grouse, or more commonly
will be held from his late home Wed called, partridge, remains normal and
nesday afternoon at 2.
/
will hold its own for years to come if
Charles Lermond of Boston is in due observance is paid to the game
town called by the illness and death of laws of the State,” said Commission
his father, Levi Lermond.
er Parsons.
Mrs. Julia Marshall of Newton Cen
“On warm days in the fall these
ter, (Mass.) is a guest of her sister,
birds are often seen in large num
Mrs. Fred Swift.
bers in the highway, so tame that
Charles Cogan and Fred Condon left
many of them remain by the roadside
Monday afternoon for Atlantic City,
while an automobile passes, and if
where they will attend the canners
shooting from automobiles, or carry
convention.
Airs. Staples of Belfast is in town ing loaded guns therein, was allow
called by the illness of Mrs. Henry- able, the birds in or near settlements
and on woods roads would soon dis
Staples.
continued
Commissioner
C. E. Demmons of Rumford Falls and appear,"
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Demmons of Parsons.
“Hunting conditions are improving
Portland motored through and were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Percy Dem- generally and it is believed the true
sportsman is more in evidence than
mons Sunday.
John Demmons returned to his home ever before, and leaving a few birds
for seed and not cleaning up the last
in Hartford Monday.
Miss Goldie Young returned to Bos pair in a cover is having a good ef
ton Monday afternoon after a few days fect upon the thoughtless novice who
is anxious to make a record regard
spent with her family.
Capt. Edward Gonia of Boston is in less of the consequence. It is not
town, guest of his daughter, Mrs. E. now the ‘last bird’ so much as for
merly.
W. Peaslec.
Ross Wilson who has been spending
“During the past season woodcock
a few days with his family leaves for were reported in good numbers in
New York tomorrow, where he joins some of the southern counties and
luite a number of sportsmen from
his ship. The Kentuckian.
Dr. E. W. Peaslee returned to Au out of the state availed themselves of
gusta Monday noon after spending the the opportunity to engage in the fas
weekend in town.
cinating sport of woodcock shooting.
Miss Ella Copeland left this morning It may be well, however, to reduce
for Gardiner where she will spend two the par limit from 19 to 5 if we
weeks with her sister. Mrs. Stella New- hope to see this bird increase, spread
bert.
ing more generally over the southern
Mrs. Cora Jones of Waldoboro spent counties of the state. Five birds Is
the weekend with friends in town.
the bag limit in New Hampshire and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robinson of Avon sportsmen seem well satisfied with
arrived in town Monday and are visit that number.
ing relatives.
•’Bob cats and loupcervler, or Can
Mrs. John Creighton and daughter ada lynx, are still creating havoc
’Katherine, returned Monday from Bos among the deer in some sections.
ton where they have spent the past They will undoubtedly be hunted
two w’eeks.
more this winter when they can be
. Miss Adelyn Bushnell and friend tracked on the snow than they were
Miss Josephine Fox who have been earlier in the fall.
spending a few days with Miss Bush
“It would seem that a 10-dollar
nell’s mother, Mrs. N. A. Bushnell, re bounty would be a fair •inducement
turned Saturday afternoon to Malden. for hunters who knpw their habitat
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Daniels spent and are familira with their habits to
Sunday in South Warren at the home hunt them, although the fun is of
of George Counee.
little valiie compared with last sea
* » * •
son. It is also claimed to be good
The Ship Rochambeau
sport in the winter months for nimIn response to The Courier-Gazette’s rods with red blood in their veins. ,
request for information regarding the
“Beaver are becoming very numer
Thomaston ship Rochambeau. Mrs.
ous in some sections of the state, and
Mary Bunker telephones that the ship
it has been found necessary to open
■was lost in 1866. Mrs. Bunker's uncle,
up again this year quite a number
Charles Coburn, was a member of the
of tracts to trapping where they were
crew.
doing actual substantial damage.
A. C. Strout writes: ’’Capt. Robert
R. Snow sailed from San Francisco for Not as much trapping will be done
New York and was never heard from. this year as last on account of the
Some time later an English ship arriv low price of fur. Open season has
ing at San Francisco reported a col been declared only in such instances
lision with another ship, near Cape as the flowage, or damage, was un
Horn, and it has been accepted that reasonable and worked an injury to
the unknown vessel was the Roeham- the owner, or retarded some lumber
beau. Five Thomaston men were lost ing operation. The beaver have now
with her: Capt. Snow. George Nichol such a foothold in Maine that there
son, the mate, of Wadsworth street, is now no fear of exterminating them
Oscar Watts of Water street, Charles by lawful trapping, as only small
a son of Justus Coburn and brother of areas are opened as compared with
the late Mrs. Bart Thomas, and one the territory covered by them.
"The warden service has of neces
other whose name I cannot recall."
The Courier-Gazette will be glad to sity been enlarged since the great in
receive any further particulars con flux of visitors and sportsmen, which
nected with the history of this ship, her began the first season after the sign
ing of the Armistice. This created an
officers and crew.
untlsual demand for wardens in every
Franklin
D’Olier, Past National section of the state. The small num
Commander of the American Legion, ber available with the funds provided
who has just returned from a trip to for the department has been inade
the Orient, refently related details of quate to cover so vast a territory as
liow he was constantly under the sur needs patrolling, but the wardens, as
veillance of supposed agents of the a whole, have rendered good service
Japanese government during his stay' and accomplished much In their ef
in that country.
Basing their action forts to protect the game of the state.
on the ridiculous assumption that Mr.
“That poaching is giowing unpopu
D'Oliver was in the country to organ lar and the violator more easily ap
ize American veterans into a reserve, prehended than formerly is owing not
the Japanese, according to the National only to the good work of the ward
Commander,
made a practice of ens, but to the interest being taken
searching his baggage :nnl ransacking by other citizens of the state who are
his personal papers and effects in al ready to give information of such
most every stopping
place.
His violations as come to their knowledge.
’’guide,” Mr. D’Oliei’ said, was in real The plain clothes men are also mak
ity a spy.
ing it too uncertain to be profitable,
and moving to point in all kinds of
business, even as lumbermen, scalers,
UNION THEATRE
sportsmen and every day Jonathans,
THOMASTON
keep the poacher guessing, and one
thing he has guessed right—that if
MOTION PICTURES
he gets by with his violation this year
—EVERY—
some warden or secret service man is
TUESDAY and FRIDAY
still on his track and liable to take
EVENINGS
him at any time.”

Tuesday Evening, Jan. 18
VIVIAN MARTIN
—IN—

“THIRD

KISS”

And a
GOOD COMEDY

Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.
Thomaston

Stock Taking Sale
A FEW OF THE ARTICLES—Chil
dren's Caps. Toques, Wool Mittens,
Gloves, Jersey Bloomers. Ladies'
Petticoats, Sateen, Chambray and
Outing Bloomers, Spats.

Just a few
prices.

left

at closing out

Pillsbury’s Portraits
Appointments Daily 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Enlargements, Framing and
Pictures Colored

PHONE 33-11

W. P. STRONG
Watchmaker and Jeweler
Real Hand Painted China
THOMASTON, MAINE

Tues.-Sat.

AMERICAN LEGION NEWS
Major General Leonard Wood should
be named as Secretary of War In the
opinion of Petaluma Cal. Post No. 38
of the American Legion, as expressed
in a resolution sent to President-elect
Harding.
able existing conditions, the Legion’s
solutions for remedy were presented.
These included the combining of the
Bureau of War Risk Insurance, the
Federal Board for Vocational Educa
tion and the Public Health Service un
der one head, responsible directly to a
member of the cabinet, and the imme
diate appropriation of moneys for the
construction of a large number of hos
pitals.
A complete survey of the “shameful
neglect" and inefficiency attending the
care of the sick and wounded veterans
of tly world war was* presented Januaiy lOlh by the American Legion in
the form of a memorial to President
Wilson, President-elect Harding, all
Senators and Congressmen and to the
people of the United States through
the press and from the mouths of three
thousand volunteer Legion speakers.
In addition to the summary of deplorKnnsas members of the American
Legion are in the throes of a struggle
as champions of the cigarette. The
light is centered at Topeka where the
local post has urged the repeal of the
Kansas laW prohibiting the sale of
cigarettes. Dr. William A. McKeever
of the University of Kansas, author of
the anti-cigarette law, and leading op
ponent of the Legion's stand, has ap
pealed to the ex-soldiers to “turn aside
from the selfish cigarette and come out
on the side of Christ and Kansas" and
has proposed a debate witli the Legion
naires on the question of the cigarette
as a menace. Legion members, in a re
cent resolution, naked Governor Allen
to urge ihe repeal of the anti-cigarette
law,

1921.

Every-Other-Day

CAMDEN HATCHERY

ROCKPORT

And a List of Its Activities the
Past Year—Pleasing To the
Anglers.
According to the annual report of H.
. WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
W. Libby, superintendent of the Knox
A line New England drama—
county ti-th hatchery, no landlocked
salmon eggs were taken at thia hatch
Six Reels “
’’ Six Reek
ery during the fall of 1919: received
The father was a stern farmer who would not tolerate a "fool
lawyer” in his household. He leaves home and becomes involved in
from En field hatchery, 125,000; loss to
politics, love and intrigue.
time of
hatching. 3000;
number
hatched, 122.000; loss from time of
Comedy— A PROHIBITION MONKEY”
hatching to time of planting, 7000;
number on hand to be wintered. 20,000:
number planted. 95.000.
These fish
planted in the following waters: Me
gunticook lake. Camden, Hope and
Lincolnville. Knox and Waldo coun
ties. 20.000: Hobbs pond. 1000; Chlckawaukie lake, 5000; Hosmer pond,
Thursday Prices: 17 and 22 cents in the afternoon; 22
2000: South . pond, 2000: Crawford
pond. 6000: Say wood pond. Union,
and 33 cents in the evening, including war tax.
2000: Crawford pond, Warren, 4.000:
Coleman
pond, Lincolnville, 3000;
Seven Tree Pond, 2000; Alford lake,
10.000: Chickawaukie lake. 3000; Swan
lake. 10,000: Hobbs pond, 4000; St.
Georges lake. Liberty. 2000:
Smith
pond. Swanville, 4000; Mixer pond.
Knox and Morrill, 3000; St. Georges
lake, 5000: Kaler pond. Waldoboro,
2000; Thomas pond. Lincolnville and
Searsmont, 3000; Megunticook lake,
2000.
Your last chance today to see that wonderful melodrama
Number of landlocked salmon win
tered at this hatchery winter of 191920. 20.000; loss during summer. 500;
number planted. 19,500.
These fish
“WHILE NEW YORK SLEEPS’’
were planted in the following waters;
Hosmer pond, 3250; Coleman pond. 250;
An insight into the methods of professional vamps and crooks who ply
Crawford pond, 3500; Seven Tree pond.
their trade among the idle rich of New York is faithfully
500; Chickawaukie lake, 500; Alford
given in this eight-reel Fox photodrama.
lake,. 3500: Swan lake, 3500: Hobbs
pond. 500; St. Georges lake. 1000; Me
gunticook lake. 6000.
Number of square-tailed trout eggs
WEEKLY REVIEW
taken at this hatchery fall of 1919.
THE BIG SHOW’
1.000.000; received from Clear Spring
Trout Ponds. West Buxton. Maine, eggs
SPECIAL PRICES
that the State purchased. 262,080;. loss
to time of hatching. 10.080; number
hatched. 252.000; loss from time of
hatching to time of planting. 7000;
number on hand to be wintered. 1.000.000; number planted. 245.000. These fish
w ■ ,®hU, afc.,, AL..... SnKBRe
1 „.j:.-S’
were planted in the following waters:
Hunt's brook, Cushing, 5000: Kelleran
brook. Cushing. 5000; Megunticook
lake. 25.000: Wiley brook. Lincolnville.
5000; Carl brook, Camden. 5000: Hos
mer pond and
tributaries, 15.000;
Montville Center brook, 5000: Georges
river, Searsmont. Waldo county. 5000:
Jam brook. Searsmont. 5000. Thomp
TODAY
‘HAIRPINS” offers the beauty-star
son brook, Searsmont, 5000; Mill
stream, Belfast. 15,000;
Merriman
a slovenly role for the time being,
stream. 90.000; Briar brook, Belfast.
See what happens when the transfor
ENID
5000; £ole brook. Belfast, 5000; Duck
Trap stream. 5000; Bassett stream,
mation comes.
BENNETT
Belfast. 5000; McKinley stream. Bel
“
VANISHING DAGGER”
|
fast. 5000; Piper stream. Belfast, 5000;
Little river. Belfast. 5000: Redman
“SHOOT ON SIGHT” 8
stream. Belfast. 5000: Duck Trap
stream. 5000: Meadow brook. Rockland.
5000: Rocky pond. 5000; Branch brook.
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY j
Rockland. 10.000; Chickawaukie lake
and tributaries, 5000: Coleman .potnl
“THOU ART THE MAN” |
and tributaries. 5000; Stony brfmk.
Union, 5000; Blakes brook. Union. -4
Falsely accused of smuggling gems, he went H
5000; Forest lake. Friendship. 5000;
to prison to shield the girl he loved. But when
Sprowl's brook, Jefferson. 5000; Kaler I
ROBERT
he came out and found that the guilty had
pond. Waldoboro. 5000; Biscay pond
poisoned her mind against him—!
Damariscotta, 5000; Alford lake and
Smashing tale of the diamond fields. Unusual T
tributaries. 10,000;
Succor brook. : WARWICK
Success. Whirlwind Action. Lover, Adventurer, 3
Washington, 5000: Washington pond,
Convict, Tramp.
5000: Hobbs pond, 10,000; Meadow
brook. 5000.
J, “BRIDE 13” (“The Creeping Peril”)
No
landlocked salmon
eggs or
square-tailed trout eggs were taken at
.
'bi'
»
kS
this hatchery full of 1920.

HOMESPUN FOLKS

Special tor Thursday Only

™cts iofg

Keith

Vaudeville

■»■■■■

Park Theatre

e

gf

FARMS OF MAINE
MW,

Agriculture Census Figures
Show Things To Be In
Reasonably Healthy State.
(Boston Transcript]
That decreased farm acreage does
not imply loss in the sum totgl of the
productive capacity of the farms is
well illustrated in preliminary figures
of the census of agriculture in Maine.
During the past ten years the number
of farms in Maine has decreased nine
teen per cent, but the value of farm
property has Increased from $199,271.988 to $270,526,733. Outside Maine, ref
erence to the agriculture of the State
naturally suggests the potato crop.
Less land is devoted to raising the
Maine potato than was used for the
purpose at the time of the last census.
There were 111.738 acres in potatoes in
1919, as compared with 135,799 in 1909,
but when it comes to the statistics con
cerning the yield, the story is a differ
ent one. The average yield in the ear
lier year was 210 bushels to the acre.
It increased to 229 bushels to the acre
in 1919. Notwithstanding the fact that
less of the land of the State is in
faints than ten years ago. there are on
the farms about 300.000 cuttle as com
pared with about 225.000 in 1910. Dairy
cows number 175,000, and are valued
at an average of $73 each.
The crops raised in Maine in 1919
were worth $100,000,000. an increase of
200 per cent of the value of the crops
raised ten years ago. The great in
crease in prices may be regarded as
chiefly responsible for this showing,
but it is probable that increased pro
duction per acre has not been confined
to the potato fields and that shrinkage
of acreage planted to other crops has
been offset by better methods of agri
culture with resultant larger yield to
the acre.
In these days when all the world uses
the automobile, it is interesting to ob
serve that the number of horses in
Maine in 1910 was reported as 107,210.
It is now stated as 94,350. a decline, to
be sure, but not as great a decline as
might, perhaps, have been expected.
The influence of the automobile is more
clearly shown in the figures with ref
erence to horses kept in villages and
cities, and elsewhere outside the farms.
There were in the State ten years ago
about 30.000 such animals. There are
now about 25.000. Perhaps here is to
be seen the effect of the substitution of
the “gasolene buggy’ for the horse
drawn vehicle.
An agricultural census may reveal
some things of interest not directly re
lated to the farm. Why did the num
ber of cattte kept in villages and cities
in Maine Increase from 9700 to ,19.775
during the census period?
The an
swer to the question that at once pre
sents itself, whether or not it be the
correct answer, is that some 10,000
thrifty Maine families living in vil
lages and the outlying districts of the
cities have recently kept cows as a
means of combating the high cost of
living. However thbt may be, the
census, taken as a whole, would seem
to give pretty convincing evidence that
Maine agriculture is in a reasonably
healthy state, notwithstanding a de
crease in acreage and the troubles
which are now besetting the farmers in
the Pine Tree State in common with
tlieir fellows elsewhere.

To Let

TO LET Fit nished rooms tor light house
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Freeman of Rock keeping.
Steam heat. Desirable location 5land were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lor M ai.uxR STREET.
8 II

»

FOR SALE
The entire stock and equipment of the

Francis Cobb Shipbuilding Co.
at the Shipyard

i

Machinery and lools; New and Second-hand Lumber;
Nails; Spikes; Clinch Rings; Bolt and Refined Iron;
Blocks, Ropes, Wire; Office Furniture and Firewood.

PERRY, JR., SALESMAN

I.:;.. ', *t

ii'1

,

TO LET —A furnished rooms for housekeep
ing at Southend. L. BREWER, 39 Park St.
6-tf
TO LET Two heated furnished rooms, with
electric lights, gas and bath, for light house
keeping. 27 PARK STREET
6-9
TO LET—Three furnished rooms for house
keeping 10 SWRETLAND STREET, off Rankin.
Tei. 633-1.
5-8
TO LET—Somebody is needing a house or
rooms
Advertise yours In this column and
you’ll get an application immediately.
3-tf
TO LET Desirable flat of four rooms at 28
Pacific street, city. TEL. Rocklartd 142-4 or
518-.M.
4-Lf
TO LET—Six room tenement with electric
lights and bath, at 27 South Street. Apply ou
PREMISES'
134-tf

TO LET—Furnished room at 10 PLEASANT
STREET
145-tf
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, moves,
and musical instruments or anything that re
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
J. R. FLYE. 221 Main St.. Rockland
45tf

Miscellaneous
BOAT & CARPENTER SHOP -I have opened
up my carpenter and boat -shop and am ready
to take orders for boat building and all kinds
of carpenter work
Saw filing a specialty.
FRANK JOOST, Carpenter and Boat Builder.
8-11
NOTICE On account of family differences,
my wife has seen fit to apply to the courts for
separation. She has always done the business
for the family and handled the cash. This Is
to notify all jiersons i’ntcrested that after this
date I will not be responsible for any hills
she man contract: all accounts to be mailed to
188 Maverick street.
Rockland.
(Signed)
JOSEPH W ROGERS
7-9

PATRONIZE Libby Paladlno’s fine new bar
ber shop in Ringhi block, over Burpee Furni
ture Store: Leo Domenico assistant.
7*19
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mail or
ders solicited HELEN t RHODES
18-tf

W. F. SIMMONS. Furniture repairing. Also
chairs reseated by Roy Williams, blind boy •
All work first-class
Reasonable rates
28U
MAIN STREET, one door North Boston Shoe
Store. Up stairs
5-tf

ACCORDION PLEATING. MACHINE HEM
STITCHING. PICOT EDGE. COVERED BUT
TONS. Orders promptly filled. PHYLLIS E.
TOLMAN. 18 Leland St
Tel 270-J
5*24

AUTO RADIATOR REPAIRING. reliable rebuilding, recoring. New and rebuilt Ford radi
ators for sale. $8. $10, $12 in exchange Ship
ments given prompt attention
VOUNG’S
Advertisements in this column not to exceed AUTO RADIATOR WORKS. 65 Portland St.;
three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 4 times Portland, Maine.
4-16
for 50 cents
Additional lines 5 cents each
WAGON COVERS. TARPAULINS—I have JuM
tor one thne, 10 cents 4 times. Six words
received some water proof duck which I can
make a line.
make up at short notice into water proof
coverings. W. JT. TIBBETTS. Tel J33-J, or

Lost and F oontt

‘75-W

»-t*

NOTICE—This is to notify all persons that
LOST OR STOLEN - Brown apd white bob- I shall pay no bills contracted by any person
tail fox and beagle dog. Answers to name of after this date. Jan. 12, 1921.
RALPH
Bouncer Tel 633-1
W J. FRYE.
8-11
WENTWORTH. Rockport. Me
6*9
FOUND—A sum of money on Winter street.
LADIES Will find a reliable stock of hair
Owner can have same 4»y calling at 19 PINK goods at the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main
STREET, and proving property
5*8
Street. HELEN C RHODES.
18-tf
INCOME TAX RETURNS I am prepared to
give .assistance in making out tax returns.
ROBERT U. COLUNS. 375 M'ain St Tel 77.
•
6-tf
WANTED- Woman for general housework.
IOHN MORRIS, Spruce Head. Me
8-11
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this office and
It you already have a plate
WANTED- Woman for kitchen help. Apply examine styles
bring it in and let us print you cards in latest
at SILSBY HOSPITAL
8-tf
size
THE COURIER-GAZETTE.
3-tf
WANTED—Agents to sell complete line of
WHY NOT HAVE these rooms repainted and
Hosiery direct from mill to consumer. Sound
proposition affording steady income to right ceilings reffnlshed now? We can do It for
partv. Opportunifv for lx>th sexes Write for you at minimum cost. Address F. S. STAPLES,
4el<*
particulars
HERCULES HOSIERY MILLS. 29 McLoud Street. Ci-tv.
”.213 Frankford Ave., Plilladelpliia, Penn. 8’It
NOTICE—R B Fillmore is authorized to rep
WANTED -A few customers for milk. Write resent The Courier-Gazette in Knox county and
C. W. LEE. 283 Limerock St, or call 767-W to receipt for money paid on new and old sub
scriptions.
J89 tf
7-tf

Wanted

WANTED—Will pay spot cash tor stock of
goods, grocery or general store. Address BOX
H. Rockland
T*18

WANTED -.Middle aged woman for house
work: 2 in family. MRS RICHARD 8. SMITH.
Ingraham Hill. Tel 427-M.
7-tf
WANTED—16 female shaggy cats, at once
Highest prices paid. JOHN S. RANLETT, Roc.kRockvllle, Me
Tel. 352-14
6-tf
WANTED -Woman to work in tlie pastry
kitchen THORNDIKE HOTEL.
6-tf
WANTED—M«Horc>cle witli side car; must
be in good running condition. J. SHIELDS,
12 Brick street.
5*8
WANTED —Girl far general housework. Ap
ply to MRS E C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
,
7-tf

WANTED—Second hand baby carriage Must
bo in good condition, and a bargain. TELE
PHONE 755-W
5*8
WANTED—To buy sloop with power, 25 to
35 feet long. EDW. WHITE, 13 Condon St.
Belfast. Me
4*11

WANTED—Second hand sails. Highest prices
paid tor heavy or light sails. W. F TIB
BETTS. Sallmaker, 61 Front Street. Tel. resi
dence 775-W.
89-tf

WANTED—Best shag cat and kittens. High
est prices paid. BAY VIEW FARM. North
Haven, Mb.
155*38

WANTED—25 male shaggy cats and kittens
Will pay highest prices. Write or telephone
352-14. JOHN S. RANLETT, Rockville. Me
154-tf
WANTED—Experienced
Printer—man
or
woman THIS OFFICE
143-lf
------------- --------- .g
1 .
- .1

FORD M SPEAK’S, East Wanen.
rington.

T

Branch of Consolidated Rendering Company

*

TO LET—Furnished rooms, well healed; hath.
.MRS OTIS. 39 Grove St Tel. 182-2.
fi-tf

STATE OF MAINE
County of Knox, ss.
To the Honorable Justice of the Supremo
Judicial Court, next to be held at Rockland,
within 'and for said County of Knox, on the
lirst Tuesday of April, A. I) 1921.
Rose A. Larrabee, of Rockland, in the
County of Knox and State of ✓Maine, respect
fully represents that she Is the lawful wife of
Fred Francis Larrabee, formerly of 'Rockland,
aforesaid, but whose whereabouts are flow un
known: that she was lawfully married to said
Fred Francis Larrabee on the twenty-second
day of December, A D. 1913, in said Bbckland.
by Rev. Edward S. I’fford: that they co-habited
and lived together as husband and Wife, after
their marriage, at said Rockland, until the
latter part of January, or first of February,
1915, when she left her said husband for good
cause and has since lived separately and apart
rom him: that one child. Elizabeth B Larra
bee. was horn to them on November 7, 1914;
that your said libellant has always conducted
herself towards her said husband as a faithful,
true and affectionate wife, hut that the said
Fred Francis Larrabee, unmindful of his mar
riage covenants and vows, has been guilty of
cruel and abusive-treatment towards your said
libellant, has treated her with extreme cruelty
and, being of sufficient ability or being able to
labor and provide for her. grossly or wantonly
and cruelly refuses or neglcctk to provide suit
able maintenance for her: that the present
residence of said Fred Francis Larrabee is not
known to your said libellant and cannot be
ascertained by reasonable diligence: that there
is no collusion between your said libellant and
the said Fred Francis Larrabee to procure a
divorce
Wherefolb, she prays that the bonds of mat
rimony now existing between her and her said
husband may be dissolved by divorce, that she
may he granted the custody of said minor child.
Eii/.ibeth B Larrabee, ami that, such further
orders and decrees may be made, as to costs
and otherwise, as may seem just an0 right to
this Honorable Court.
ROSE A LARRABEE,
January 11. 1921.

STATE OF MAINE
5tf
FOR SALE—One horse sled, single horse Count;, of Knox. ss.
upholstered sleigh, No. 3 Stoddard churn,
Subscribed and sworn to this eleventh day of
■ anBKt $ pung.
all in good condition
Can he seen at CLIF January, 1921.
Before me.

HERE is a strong probability that
next year’s crops will be short when
compared with those of 1920. The far
sighted farmer will plan to get th$e great
est advantage from high prices, that are
sure to follow, and insure greater yields
by using larger applications of ESSEX
Fertilizers on his money crops.
ESSEX Fertilizers mean economic pro
duction because they are made from Bone,
Blood and Meat Meal, mixed with agri
cultural chemicals, and high-grade Pot
ash imported direct by us from Germany.
They provide plant nourishment con
stantly from seeding tirhe until the end
of the growing season, and supply plant
food that is available—specially adapted
to your crops.
ESSEX Organic Fertilizers are thor
oughly dependable. Their quality insures
results in terms of profitable yields. Order
your supply today.
ESSEX FERTILIZER COMPANY
Boston

TO LET—6 room tenemeut, also furnished
rooms for light housekeeping; modern improve2 WILLOW STREET__________ 7*10
mctr.s

For Sale

ROCKLAND : : MAINE
.• i.vwi;.?: ■

TO LET Furnished room for gentleman.
References required
MRS. A F. SIMMONS.
21 Talbot Avenue.
7-10

™0DY’8 GOLDHN

WANTED—Chefs, cdoks, waitresses, cham
ber maids laundresses, general and kitchen
workers, etc. Telephone or call, except between
12 and 2 and 6 and 7. MRS. HAWLEY, 780
High St.. Bath, Me. Tel. 725
160-tf

—CONSISTING OF—

B. C.

1

ing Philbt'ook Sunday.
The Twentieth Century Club will be
entertained Friday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Blanche Spear.
Zadoc Brown wSs home tram Bath
to spend Sunday with his family.
Miss Cassie Buzzell and Mr. and Mrs.
James Scott of Camden were guests
of Mr. and Mrs, Arthur K. Walker Sun
day. Miss Buzzell and Miss Irma Orbeton’left Monday for San Francisco.
The Ladles Aid of the M. E. church
will meet at the vestry Thursday af
ternoon to elect officers for the year.
All members are requested to be pres
ent.
Mr. and Mrs. William Mitchell of
Rockland were guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie Rich.
The members of the Fred A. Norwood
Relief Corps have chosen the following
committees for the year: Relief, Mrs.
Rose Price, Mrs. Addie Jenkins, Mrs.
Annie Louise Small: Executive, Mrs.
Genie Simmons, Mrs. Annie Laurie
Small. Mrs. Medora Berry, Mrs. Eliza
beth Berry. Mrs. Sarah Prince; Au
diting. Mrs. Cacildia Cain, Mrs. Nettie
Lane, Mrs. Josie Collamore; Home and
Employment, Mrs. Vellie Simmons,
Mrs. Georgia
Berry, Miss Georgia
Huntley: Conference, Mrs. Blanche
Ellsworth, Mrs. Bertha Sylvester, Mrs.
Margaret Carey.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Dunbar of
Rockland were guests of Mrs. K. M.
Dunbar Sunday.
The Courier-Gazette office thanks
Mrs. F. M. Robinson for a photograph
of an amazingy prosperous looking po
tato field in Aroostook county, sent her
by her daughter. Miss Carolyn E. Rob
inson, who is teacher of music in the
public schools of Washburn.
The Methodist Sunday school has
eleted the following officers for the
year: Superintendent. Earl Dunton.
Assistant. Miss Annie Richards; secre
tary, Mrs. Cacildia Cain; treasurer,
Mrs. Annie Louise Small: librarian,
Mrs. Emma Torrey; assistant, Miss
Florence Gray; teachers, Mrs. Cora
Morrill. Mrs. Delorah Morrill. Mrs. Net
tie Lane. Mrs. Annie Louise Small.
Miss Annie Richards: substitute, Mrs.
Emma Torrey.

Massachusetts

Hudson Far
8*13

FOR SALE—Hard, soft and mixed wood. Tel.
23-12. E L. FASSETT, Golden Nugget Farm,
Wept Meadow Road, Rockland.
8-15
FOR SALE—Beautiful 3 months’ oid Scotch
Collie puppies, father registered, mother is
eligible GEORGE E REDMAN, R F. D No
1, Rockland.
<
7-10
FOR SALE—Standing wood at Hosmer Pond.
$1 per cord. C. E GROTTON, Rockport, Me.
7*14
FOR SALE—The Nelson farm at Northport,
25 acres and 6 acres of young grow th; plenty
of wood. Splendid, situation tor a summer
home. Address DICKEY KNOWLTON CO . BelI.ist. Me
7*;f

FOR SALE 1 have some beautiful thorough
bred Collie paps, nine weeks old
Price $10
each. JOHN S RANLETT. Rockville, Me.. Tel
352-14
7-tf
FOR SALE Farm of 115 acres; must be seen
t<vfbe appreciated
Come and look it over.
JOANNA FRAZIER It 2, Union, Me.
8-9
FOR SALE—-Some second hand furniture,
beds, chairs, stands, burealis. tables and other
things Will sell cheap as have no room to
store them
37 FULTON STREET, Rockland.
6*9
FOR SALE—-f’hester white shoals, 66 to 8ft
lbs., one boar and some nice «ows In the lot.
Can be registered
MEADOWBR(MIK FARM
Union, Maine.
,
6*9

FRANK H INGRAHAM
Justice of the Peace.
STATE OF MAINE
L S
Knox, ks.
Clerk’s Office, Supreme Judicial Court.
January Term. A. D 1921
Upon, the foregoing Libel, Ordered, That the
Libellant give notice to said Fred Francis Lar
rabee. to appear before our Supreme Judicial
Court, to be holden at Rockland, within and
for the County of Knox, on the first Tuesday
of April. A. I). 1921, by publishing an attested
copy of said Libel, and this order thereon,
three weeks successively in The Courier-Gazette,
a newspaper printed in Rockland, In opr County
of Knox, the last publication to be thirty days
nt least prior to said first Tuesday of April,
next, that he may there and then in our said
court. appear and show cause, If any he have,
why the prayer of said Libellant should not be
gra nted.
SCOTT WILSON
Justice Supreme Judicial Court
A true copy of the Libel and Order of the
Court therefm.
* ’
t.
Vi' .
Attest:
MILTON M. GRPFFIN,
(Seal)
8-T-ll

Nothing timid about

FOR SALE—Round Oak parlor stove, size
IS, fer^wood or <*<»al: also three-burner oil
store W. W. HARRISON, 22 Lindsey Si 6*9

a want ad.

FOR SALE—6 pure blooded White Leghorn
cockerels. $3 each
A T. CLIFFORD
Tel
44-5.
6-9

(J They “rush in where

FOR SALE—2 vols. of Eaton’s History, also
lmrae made oomtoiters, braided rugs ant
drapers Inquire at THIS OFFICE.
5-tf

angels fear to tread”—

FOR SALE—Two 25 h. p. gasoline engines
These engines, one of them in good shape, hut
both in good running order. Will sell either
one of them at a trade Can he seen at my
mill. The reason of sale is that I am going
to use electric motors for grinding. L N
LITTLKHALE.
4-tf

FOR SALE—In Camaen, 17-room lodging
house on Chestnut street, near P. 0 and Y M.
C. A. Beautiful view of water and mountains;
fitted for 3 flat apartment; furnished or un
furnished Bargain if taken at once. Call at
42 CHS6TXUT STREET, Camden. Tel. 41-12.
134-tf

FOR SALE—Double tenement house. 28 and 3$
Masonic St. with eltra lot.of Und on Gtace
Street
Will sell together. Apply to B. U
COLLINS, 375 Main St.. Rockland, or MRS. E
KELLEY, Fairfield. Maine.
79-tf

FOR SALE—Delicious sweet cider, fresh evory
day from choice apples Delivered anywhere
Drop me • exril
JA81EM B Btu6XTtiN.
Kvckland. R. F D,
120-tf

where you would he
refused

admission

perhaps.

qNo waiting your turn
in the ante-room, young

man, if
wan

situation
nngs true.

Every-OtlJer-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 18, 1921

In Social Circles

Page Seven

SOME ODD EPITAPHS
Tombstone Testimonials That Arrest
the Attention of the Curious.

In addition to personal notes recording de
nurtures and arrivals, Ihla department especiallp desires Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received
TELEPHONE ..................................................... 770

XX.'-1

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I send for the attention of your read
ers some remarkable examples of epi
taphs, that have come to my notice.
Most all cemeteries provide these cuThe Ladies Aid of the Littlefield Me iosities of tombstone literature. The
morial church will meet with Mrs.
Kverett Higgins. Trinity street, Wed first is found ill our Ridge cemetery
here in Bridgton:
nesday evening.
|»»tr

ancet

Behold and see as you pass' by,

---------

As you are now so onre was I,
II. N. McDougall ictuincd Saturday
As I am now so you must lie.
from a trip to Xew York. Mrs. Mc
Crept re for Death and follow me.
Dougall. who accompanied hint re
On the tombstone of the wife nearby
mains in New York for a fortnight's Is the following inscription:
visit,. "Uest of Mr. and Mrs. Percy L. Many years have passed and time has lied
Rohe'
Since thou hast slumbered with ihe dead.

Mt

Continued until Saturday, January 22nd

Now Heaven hath set my spirit free

Mrs. Frank O. Haskell is in Boston And 1 have gladly followed ihee
This from Scotland:
on an extended visit.

The Chapin Class of the Universalist
church will meet at the home of Mrs.
Green, Ocean avenue, at 7.30 Wednes
day evening.
Mrs. Amy Billings of Portland was in
the city last week.

Miss
Clnrke
guests
turned

Father and mother
tie hurled here,
.Father and mother
And I He burled

and I
asunder.
He burled here
yonder

Another from the same cemetery:
r

Here lies ihe Landlord of Ihe bion,
He's liuried here III ho|ie of Zion,
His wire, resigned to Heaven's will.
Carries on Hie business still.

This from a yard in Liverpool, Eng
Nettie Waltz, and Miss Nettle land:
John MeCearson
of Damariscotta, who have been
Was a wonderful person.,
of Mrs. H. B. Waltz have re
He stood six feet two
W’iihont his shoe.
heme.
And be was slbw at Waterloo.

The following epitaph can be vouched
Capt. L. E. Foss of the Steamer Pemaquid spent Sunday at his home in this for but the story may not he. As it was
told, the husband of the four wives
•city.
mentioned was a poor ’ farmer, who
Frank Perry has returned from No- married Emily Church, his last beloved,
who fortunately was well-to-do and
bleborn.
kindly left her property to her hus
Alton, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank band. He decided to erect a monu
Perry is at the Silsby Hospital for ment in the Wexfold cemetery, after
which he started in his old farm cart
treatment.
to gather the remains of his four de
Philharmonic members are asked to parted consorts, with the intention of
take the following numbers to rehear burying one at each corner of the
sal Thursday evening: ‘Rolling Down monument. He gathered the bones of
to Rio," "With You. Dear." “Sorter each and placed them in the four cor
Miss You," “Shout Aloud in Triumph." ners of his cart. On the way to the
churchyard his horse took fright tuiil
A full attendance is desired.
in the race shook the bones into a heap.
Mrs. Orrin Black of Waldoboro is til As they could not lie identified they
in Wexham
guest of her sister, Mrs. .1. A. Stev t.s. were buried together
churchyard, England, and this epitaph
Pacific street.
was the result:
Stranger, pause and drop a tear,
Vernon Hart returned from Boston
For Emily Church lies burled here;
last night.
.Mixed In some perplexing maimer

E wish to inform our patrons about the

it

conditions that now

chandise.

exist

as

to

mer

Your attention is called to the

Willi Mary, Mtilda and probably Hannah.

New corset lines, now practically
complete show very little change over
last season’s styles, says the Dry Goods
Economist. The spring silhouette Is
boyishly slender, with a rather straight
bodice and a Spanish tendency in the
slightly fuller skirt.
There is no ac
ceptcd "type.” Individuality is the key
note in corsets, as well as in suits,
dresses and accessories. Sports, tail
ore(l, and evening models for all occa
slons ronform with outer apparel with
which they are worn. Wor^the last sev
eral seasons there has been an increas
ing tendency toward corsets designed
to closely confine and support the fig
ure and at the same time retain the
unboned effect and provide the appear
ance of greater bodily freedom. This
tendency is noted even more strongly
this season and is achieved mainly by
means of the materials used.
Mrs. A. H. Jones has returned from
Boston where she has been spending
Ihe past seven weeks.

l!ev. W. J. Day of Winthrop. Mass ,
who is to be the guest of the Baptist
M en’s League Wednesday night, ar
rived yesterday and will he present at
tonight’s prayer meeting. The sub
ject of his sermon will be "Analogue
To the latst Days."
J. A. .Frost returned from Jefferson
Inst night.
Mrs. Daniel Doherty
home from Boston.

has

arrived

The ladies of the Congregational
church are planning an Easter sab1
Match 30, in the church vestry.
W. S. White is in Boston.

George F. Crocker underwent
minor operation at Knox Hospital last
week and will be at that institution
probably a week or 10 days longer.
The whist party at Hotel Thorndike
for the benefit of the ice cream table
nt the Catholic coffee party will be held
■Wednesday evening, instead of on
Thursday, as advertised.

Mrs Carolyn Sherer Swett has gone
to Boston where she will spend tlie re
mainder of the winter.
James A. Collins returned Saturday
night from Boston, where he has been
for the past fortnight in the interest
of the East Coast.

This last may not be authentic but is
said to be in a Baltimore cemetery:

fact that many articles in the way of merchandise

Here lies the body of Solomon Pease
Coder Hie daisies and the trees,
Pease not here, only the pod;
Pease shelled out ami gone lo Hod

have and will continue to advance to some extent.

M. B. Cook.

Bridgton, Me., Jan. 10.

Pequot Cotton advanced 5 per cent, silks have gone

ODD FELLOW NIGHT
Knox Lodge and Miriam Rebekah Get
a Flying Start For Another Busy
Year.

up, calf skins have advanced from 14c to 19c.

are only quoting a few articles to inform our patrons

A joint public installation of officers
of Knox leidge and Miriam Rebekah
Lodge of Odd Fellows, was conducted
Friday evening by Charles I,. Roman
D. D. fl. M„ and Mrs. Nettie Stewart
D. D. President, the former being as
sisted by Wllbra E. Billings as grand
marshal; Harry W. French as grand
guardian; H. C. Chatto as grand secre
tary; and George E. Horton as grand
treasurer: and the latter being assist
ed by Eva M. Flint as grand marshal:
Mabel Harding its grand warden: Liz
zie French as grand secretary; Nellie
Wade as grand treasurer; Winnie Hut
ton as grand chaplain: and Lizzie
Seavey as grand inside guardian^
Knox Lodge’s new officers are: No
ble Grand, Albert P. Klalsdell; vice
grand. Charles E. Gregory; recording
secretary, Frank B. Miller; financial
secretary, George A. Tarr; treasurer,
John Simpson; warden, Theodore E.
Perry; conductor. Herbert L. Stevens:
right supporter of noble grand, Allen
V. Sawyer; left supporter of noble
grand. Winfield S. Kenniston; right
scene supporter, L. Eugene Frost; left
scene supporter, Albert Cables; outside
guardiun. Harold C. Simmons; inside
guardian, Henry C; Simmbns: right
supporter of vice grand, Percy E. Hill;
left supporter of vice grand, Donald Ht
Kelsey.
The officers of Miriam Rebekah
Lodge: Noble Grand, Alice S. Hall;
vice grand. Rose Sawyer; recording
secretary, Nettie Stewart; financial
secretary, Minnie Achorn: treasurer,
Grace Rollins; right supporter noble
grand, Lizzie French; left supporter
noble grand, EHzabeth Crockett; war
den, Blanch^ Seavey; conductor, Beta
Patterson; chapain, Mabel Stevens:
right supporter vice grand, Isabel
Lewis; left supporter vice grand, An
nie Lothrop; inside guardian, Minnie
Simmons; outside guardian, Charles S.
Maxey.
A musical and literary entertainment
and dance followed the installation
ceremonies.

At the Chinatown dance at the Ar
cade tonight Miss Lucy Fuller will
give an interpretation in dancing of
Telephone that item or news to The
"The Water Nymph." by Nevin. Pat
rons in addition to the list published Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
Saturday are Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. readers will see it.
Orne, Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Foss, Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd N. Lawrence, Mr. and
Mrs. Roy L. Knowlton, Mr. and Mrs.
Edward S. Levensaler, Mr. and Mrs.
Edward D. Spear, Mr. and Mrs. Alan
L. Bird. Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Wotton,
Mr. and Mrs. George Roberts. Guests
at the dance will please notice that
ears after the dance will run to Thom
aston only, not to Camden as at first
announced.

We

what is now taking place in the mercantile world.

Therefore if you will avail yourself of the wonderful

opportunity to purchase the fine merchandise we
are now offering at stupendous mark downs you
will find that many dollars will be saved.
Our January Clearance Sale
Z Saturday,

continues until

January 22, giving all a fair opportunity

to take advantage

of this our biggest January

Clearance Sale on record.

DANCING
MISS JENNIE S. HIRVEY

Aesthetic and Folk Dancing

CHICAGO STOCK CO.

Opens Week’s Engagement At Park
Theatre Next Monday, With “Lom
bardi, Ltd.”

WEDNESDAYS
AT ODD FELLOWS HALL
AT 5:00 P. M.

Younger Beginners Class in
Ballroom Dancing, 3.45 P. M.

How many people of Rockland have
Evening Class, 7.30 P. M.
had a desire to visit the establish
ments of latdy Duff Gordon, and oth
Ballroom and Folk Dancing
er fashionable dressmakers of Fifth
THURSDAYS AT TEMPLE HALL
Avenue, but have never had such an
opportunity . Well, they can get a
At 4:00 P. M. For Older Pupils
"glimpse behind the scenes" at the
Park on Monday night when the
PRIVATE INSTRUCTION BY
Chicago Stock Co. opens a week’s en
APPOINTMENT
gagement with a production of Oliver
PRIVATE
CLASSES ON
Morosco’s “Lombardi, Ltd."
This
APPLICATION
story deals with the dressmaker
"Tilo iaimliardi.” The scenes are all
Phone Mrs. Helen Cross, 460
laid in studios "somewhere on Filth
138-T-tf
Avenue," and are exact replicas ot
tlie wrll-known establishments on
this famous thoroughfare. The story
itself is one appealing to all classes.
SPENCER
‘Lombardi" is a man whose greatest
pleasure is in his work. He trusts
Rejuveno
the whole world. This perfect fait!)
CORSETS
in mankind leads him to the brink of,
bankruptcy however, and when the'
Have your Corsets
girl lie loves jilts him, everything ,
specially
designed
looks dark. But fate takes a. strange ;
for you.
turn, and the play has a pleasing sin - .
MRS. S. P. FOSS
prise.
25 Ocean Street - - Rockland, Me.
The Chicago Stock Co. has taken
Telephone 561-M.
particular pains in the staging and
costuming of this production, and lo
Registered Spencer Corsetiere •
cal theatregoers, are assured of a
2-Tu-tf
treat next Monday night.—Adv.
j

’* 4*0* •

ARCADE BALL ROOM
MIDWEEK

DANCE

WEDNESDAY EVENING, JANUARY 19
Great Floor : : : : Good Time : : : : Marston's Music
Moonlight : : : Spotlight : : : No Light
Welcome to 1 raveling Men

Dancing 8 to 11.

COMING

'

Cars to Thomaston

AGAIN

DANCE'
—BY—

Bill

Lowe’s Syncopated
Orchestra

Thursday Evening, Jan. 20
HAVENER’S

HALL,

ROCKLAND

CARS FOR THOMASTON AFTER THE DANCE
C-tf

A -*>-

a•

*£*-

DEER ISLE
The week of prayer services closed
Friday- night after a very successful
series of services delivered by our
pastor. Rev. W. L. Jennings. The gen
eral topic of the week was ‘ The Church
of Christ” and the services were beau
tifully and strongly delivered.
Many are suffering from the measles
and grippe.
'Ihe basketball game between Dark
Harbor A. A. and Deer Isle A. A.,
played here Thursday eveing resulted
ina score of 44-4 in favor of Deer Isle,
the visiting team was handicapped by
the strange hall and slippery floor, but
they did their best well, and they cer
tainly are good losers.
Capt. Willie Greene has his iceboat
on the mill pond and is furishing much
enjoyment to the young people.
The Boy Scouts have been invited to
I be the guests of'the Stonington Camp
fire Girls some evening in the near
future.
The ringing of the church bell on
Dec 31 and Jan. 1 has been erroneously
credited to the Boy Scouts and the
boys have recently held an indignation
i meeting to see what could he done
!about the matter. They adopted cerItain resolutions-which they expect will
prove satisfactory.

Because its producers were notor
iously pro-German, New York Legion
naires last year waged a strenuous
fight against the production of Ger
man opera in New York City.
This
winter there will he no Legion oppo
sition to German opera, according to
William F. Deegdn. Department vice
commander, because it is produced by
Americans.

BURN

Otto Coke
$16 a Ton

M.B.&C.0. Perry
TELEPHONE 487
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TOTS BEHAVED

BEAUTIFULLY

At Rockland’s First Baby Clinic—And Were Not Jealous
of the Stranger “Mary Jane.”
After the tempest of Friday night, be easily remeittbered by children.
which made it impractical to hold the These posters are especially designed
for public school work and it is to be
Public Health meeting as planned, and hoped that a set may become the prop
which has been postponed one week, erty of the city schools Another set of
Saturday dawned mild and clear prom posters dealt with “Mother and Child”
ising a better fate for the Baby Clinic, another “pre-natal Care" and still an
other "Citizenship and patriotism," to
which promise was fulfilled to the be an inspiration to foreigners, or those
great satisfaction of those who had of foreign parentage. A loan collection
worked so long and enthusiastically to of books and literature on Social and
make Rockland's first baby clinic an Sex Hygiene froftt the American Social
Hygiene Association were helpful feat
unqualified success.
ures. A large amount of literature
The two large recitation rooms on from the State Department of Health
the first floor of the High School build and from other sources dealing with
ing were the scene of the clinic and such subjects as "Feeding and Care of
had been transformed by the workers the Baby,” “Milk." “Health Habits.”
under the direction of Miss Chaplin, “Books and Helps for Mothers," etc.
district nurse, to a semblance of a j Those who were unable to attend the
modern hospital. Desks and tables clinic'may procure this literature from
were covered with white, and a high J Miss Chaplin, at 32 Grove street.
screen of white netting divided the
The success of the clinic was due in
space where the actual weighing and very large measure to the district
measuring of the babies took place nurse, who so carefully planned its
from that given to use of visitors and features and did so much to enlist the
spectators, thus protecting the chil cooperation of others; and to her corps
dren from the crowd, and permitting of efficient helpers, nurses from both
those observing to see plainly what the I hospitals—Miss McLaughlin and Miss
operators were doing.
Kennedy from the Knox, and Miss
Each mother brought her baby to the Ethel l’ayson and Miss Cross from
corner designated, and there undressed Silsby’s. Miss Hall and Mrs. Waldron,
it or gave it to a nurse ready to do so. formerly of the *®ter. also gave their
The child, wrapped in a blanket which help. Those who assisted with the
bad been previously weighed, was clerical work on cards were Miss Eda
passed to another nurse within the Knowlton and Miss Florence Dunton.
screen, where it 4vas laid upon a table
Thf clinic was held under the aus
and accurately measured by means of pices ‘of the local Woman’s Christian
a tape measure fastened to the table Temperance Union and was an expan
over the white covering, a movable sion of the annual Mothers' Meeting
book-end being used to mark the po and showed the plans and purposes of
sition of head and feet. Then the baby the Child Welfare Department. This
was laid in the basket of the baby- organisation which has often been
scales and its weight registered. The called “Organized Mother Love" is al
record for each child was written down ways ready and eager to cooperate
on a card prepared by the Federal with any and all agencies to promote
Children's Bureau, which showed a | purity, health »nd happiness. The W.
scale for weight und measurements of ■ C. T. V. thanks the School Board for
the normal child up to five years of i use of the school building, the High
age. This card was given to each School orchestra which came out in the
mother and a duplicate kept by Miss ■ storm of Friday evening to play for the
Chaplin. Some of the babies showed | postponed meeting. Sub-master John
variations from the standard, but upon j M. Richardson and Mr. Winslow, jani
the whole, they were as fine a lot of tor, for thtdr kind assistance.
youngsters as one could wish to see. a
Miss Chaplin speaks in very highest
fact that speaks for the good sense and praise of the work done by Mrs. Beu
knowledge of child nurture on the part lah S. Oxton, chairman of the W. C. T.
of the mothers.
V department under which the clinic
In the second room a lecture upon was given. Mrs. Oxton personally did
the proper way to bathe and dress a most of the soliciting, attended to the
baby was given during the afternoon publicity work, as well as the numer
to a large and interested group of ous other details which enter into an
mothers by -Miss Edith L. Soule. State event of this magnitude. Miss Chaplin
Director of Child Hygiene. The dem also feels very grateful to the nurses
onstration of the actual process was who assisted her.
given by Miss MacLaughlin of the
* * * «
Knox Hospital staff. A special feature
Following is a list of the children
of this demonstration was “Mary Jane,”
the hospital doll, sent from the State who took part in the clinic.
Department of Health for the purpose.) Eleanor Morey, 8 Pacific street, age
1 year 7 months; height 31% inches,
"Mary Jane" is four months old and
brought with her a becoming layette. weight 25 pounds 12 ounces.
Robert Hill, 21 Masonic street, age
She certainly behaved very well dur
ing the ordeal Of bath and dressing, 10 months; height 30 inches; weight
not once lifting her voice in protest. A 22 pounds.
Roy Joyce, 74 Willow street, age 22
complete layette was also selected by
Miss Chaplin and loaned by Mrs. months: height 35 inches; weight, 27
Crockett from her baby store for this pounds, 8 ounces.
Raymond Lawrence Rubinstein, 10
demonstration. Thanks are also due
age 11 months;
the Rockland Hardware Company for Rockland street.
loan of the bath-tub and to V. F. Stud- height 30 inches; weight; 23 pounds.
ley for basket and puff whih made a S ounces.
Raymond Hill. 136 Park street, age
model baby bed. Scales were loaned
inches, weight
by H. H. Crie Co., Richards' Market. 8 months; height 2
Silsby’s Hospital and Mrs. Knight. The 19 pounds. 8 ounces.
Annette Garnache. 474 Main street,
netting used came from Hastings dry
height 30 inches:
goods store. To all of them thanks are age 14 months:
weight 24 pounds. 8 ounces.
given.
Charles N. Cohen. .Ir., 21 Linden
Around the walls of the two rooms
were hung posters issued by the Amer street, age 1 year 11 months; height
ican Public Health Association. They 32% inches; weight 2514 pounds.
Francis Virginia Marsh. 79 Broad
featured the Modern Health Crusade
and were very interesting, being done street, age 4 months: height, 24% inin colors. Below each picture was an ches; weight 14 pounds, 4 ounces
William Allen
Payson, 16 Broad
appropriate stanza of verse that would

Kill That Cold With

CASCARA
FOR
Coldt, Coughs

QUININE
AND
La

Grippe

Neglected Cclds arc Dangerous
Take no chances. Keep this standard,remedy handy f°r tne first sneeze-

Breaks up a ccld in 24 hours — Relieves
Grippe i.i 3 days—Excellent for
Quinine in this form docs not affect the head—C^scara is best Ton.c
Laxative—No Opiate in Kill’s.

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT

The Sturdy Food Values
of wheat and malted barley

are combined in

as in no other prepared cereal food

its rich,nut-like flavor attracts
and its nourishing qualities are
staunch. Unlike most prepared
cereals, Grape»Nuts needs no
added sweetening
Sold by grocers everywhere

Made by Postum Cereal Co..Inc.,
Battle Creek,Mich.

street, ago 10 months. 23 days: Iheight 28% inches; weight, 19 pounds.
Victoria Mason Hoche, 148 Camden
street, age 11 months; height 31’j
Inches; weight 24 pounds.
Margaret Pellicane. 125 Park street,
age 2 years 2 months; heigth 33 in
ches; weight 25 pounds.
Doris Marie Marino, 9 Grace street
place age 1 year, 2 months; height
31 inches; weight 25 pounds.
Lawrence • Candage. 190 Camden
street, age 9 months: height. 28%
Inches: weight 22 pounds,
Raymond
Smallwood.
11
Park
street, age 2 years. 6 months: heighi
39*i inches;. weight 34 pounds.
Joseph Edward Beale, Buck's Har
bor, Machias, age 4 months; height
14 inches, weight. 16 (rounds, 12
ounces.

PARK THEATRE
“While New York Sleeps.” the much
heralded cinemelodruma of night life
in America's greatest metropolis, which
has its finaT showings here today, is
better in many respects than an actual
visit to the famous city of skyscrapers.
Glimpses of the New Y'ork skyline, a
sensational fight between the New
York police and a band of robbers,
night view of the Brooklyn Bridge,
scenes in famous cabarets, glimpses
into millionaires' homes, a dancing act
from the Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic, and
finally a tragedy of the Elast Side,
faithfully portrayed, stamp this picture
as the most typical New Y'ork photo
drama ever made. Members of the
police department assisted in the film
ing. They are seen in a thrilling pistol
battle with river pirates, in the vicinity
of Brooklyn Bridge on East River. The
famous police boat, armed with a ma
chine gun. gets into action during the
fight.
"Homespun Folks” a New England
drama in six reels is the feature offer
ing for Wednesday' and Thursday.
Turned from his home by a father who
will not sanction a "fool lawyer" in the
houehold. Joel Webster sets out to face
the world alone. He is elected district
attorney through a curious combination
of circumstances, and is called upon to
prosecute the father of the girl he
loves. The story has the happy ending
that all well ordered New England
dramas do.
Manager Packard promises the pa
trons a big day Thursday, for the rea
son that the picture program will be
reinforced by three high class acts of
Keith vaudeville.
Watch for the great special picture
"Kismet." with Otis Skinner. America’s
foremost actor, heading the cast.—adv.

WARREN
Rev. Walter S. Rounds of Rockland
preached at the Congregational church
Sunday evening.
The Ladies Circle of the Baptist
church will meet on Thursday after
noon at the church parlors. Supper
will be served at the usual hour, by
Mrs. Flora Peabody and Mrs. Fred
Peabody.
Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Wade of Camden
were in town Sunday calling on friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Boggs and son
returned Friday to Portland.
The installation of Ivy Chapter O. E.
S. will be held Friday evening.
Quite a large delegation of Gmngers,
attended the Highland Grange instal
lation Saturday evening.
Mrs. Tarr of Rockland was a guest
over Sunday at the home of her sister,
Mrs. Robert Morton.
Miss Florence Weaver has gone to
the Knox Hospital in Rockland for an
operation.
Mrs. Percy Studley. who has been
visiting relatives in Dexter returned
home Saturday night.
Ralph Starrett’s hand is healing and
is doing as well as can be expected.
Mrs Robert Morton is ill at her home
at Highland.
Sirs. Mary Hemenway will observe
her 100th birthday on Jan. 27.• She is
the oldest woman in town and lives
with her son-in-law. C. A. Jones. The
congratulations of friends by cards
and other remembrances will mark the
observance of the day. .
Fred Watts has gone to Dover, N. H.
where he has found employment.
Mrs. Edgar Crawford has been in
Thomaston the past week with rela
tives.

WEST ROCKPORT
E. Stewart Orbeton has been ap
pointed one of the deputy sheriffs of
Knox county.
Charles Fernald is serving on the
traverse jury this term of court.
While a party of young people were
skating on Rocky pond one Friday
evening recently. Miss Mildred Heald*
caught her foot in shell ice and fell
and dislocated her knee.
By the
thoughtfulness and pluck of some of
those present the bone was immediate
ly put In place and Miss Heald was
a,ble to attend school the following
Monday.
George Parker, Kenneth Heald, May
nard Brown and John Andrews attend
ed the installation and social at War
ren Highlands Saturday evening.
The Ladies Mission Circle meets with
Mrs. Annie Clark Jan. 27. All ladies
are invited to attend.
The installation of officers of Mt.
Pleasant Grange which would have
been held Jan. 14, weather permitting,
was postponed until Jan. 28.
At a recent business meeting of the
church the same board of officers Were
chosen to serve the coming year and
the following officers were chosen for
the Sabbath school:
Superintendent.
D. M. Keller; assistant. Mrs. Emma
Leach;
secretary
and
treasurer,
Charles Fernald; organist, Mildred
Heald.
Leman Oxton is doing quite a busi
ness getting out mill wood and expects
to start his mill in the spring.

CUSHING
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Farnham have
gone to Portland where they will spend
the remainder of the winter.
Orrin H. Woodcock is in Rockland
attending court as juryman.
Shod in district No. 3 opened Mon
day with Mrs Maude Young serving.as
teacher.
Lemuel L. Caler of South Waldoboro
is at J. A. Woodcock’s.
John J. Kales who has been ill with
the grippe is improving.
The schoolhouse in district No. 3,
which has been used as a community
house for several months was convert
ed into a school room Wednesday
evening, as new families moving in
with children necessitated the opening
of a school. A community supper con
sisting of roast chicken, roast meats
with fixings and cakes galore was par
taken of. and then the men put down
the seats that had been taken up last
spring. The evening was very pleas
antly spent and will long be remem
bered by all who were present.

Every-Other-Day

Have You Ever Learned
the Big Lesson of Li fe?
O learn to save is really the first impor

T

tant lesson of Life.

The man who can

not and does not save money can not and

will not do anything else worth while.
I

r
Make saving a habit. We are creatures
of habit. We succeed or we fail as we
acquire good or bad ones; and we ac
quire good habits as easily as bad ones.
Most people don’t believe this. Only
those who find out succeed in life. Why
not acquire the habit of thrift?

Thrift began with civilization. It be
gan as soon as man realized it was neces
sary to provide for tomorrow as well as
today. It began long before money was
invented.

By “thrift” is meant simply that way
of living which systematically transfers a
portion of one’s income to one’s capital.
The man who lives within his means and
regularly and systematically lays aside
part of his earnings apd puts his surplus
where it will work for him unceasingly

Thrift is a simple thing yet it means so
much. It is the foundation of success in
business, of contentment in the home, of
standing in society. The little difference
between what you earn and what you
spend is POWER. It often measures the
distance between success and failure.

and as faithfully as he worked once for
it, has acquired a habit of no small import
in the building of his character and the
carving of his future.

(These sayings about thrift were taken
from the writings of Theodore Roosevelt,
Andrew Carnegie, Samuel Smiles, Shailer
Mathews, W. H. Kniffen, Jr., Henry E.
Huntington, Herbert Spencer, Resell
Sage, and O. S. Marden.)

If you find it difficult to save, under
take some obligation in the way of in
vestment that will compel you to save.

If you are going to save, you need a definite plan and
a definite objective.
We furnish it with our savings plan of purchasing
Central Maine Power Company 7 per cent Preferred
Stock. The security gives you a high degree of
safety and a 6’2 per cent, yield.

About the least you can do is to send the coupon for
Particulars.

CENTRAL MAINE
POWER CO.

COUPON
’
CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
Augusta, Maine
Please send me, without obligation, information
about your saving-plan of buying Central Maine
Power Company 7% Preferred Stock.
Name ............................................................................. -............

(of which Knox Electric Co. is a part)

Augusta, Maine

EAST SEARSMONT
Miss Addis Cross of Knox was a re
cent guest of Mrs. Amanda Mahoney.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Robinson of Rock
port are spending a short vacation with
their relatives, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Marriner.
Charles B. Thompson of Lincolnville
spent a few days recently with Mr.

Constipation

Causes
Serious Ills

anil Mrs. Arad Mahoney, leaving Jan.
11 for Pemaquid where he expects to
spend the winter months with his sis
ter.
H.nry Mahoney of Belmont called on
relatives in town recently.
A. J. Lawry and the Bickford broth
ers have filled their ice houses and re
port a crop of good ice 13 inches In
thickness.

If you are its victim, try
strengthening your di
gestive and eliminative
organs with Nature’s
Remedy—it’s better than
laxatives.

AW Today—Keeps the Doctor Away
One of th. world's greatest scien
tists says that more than 90% of all
human ills can be traced directly or
indirectly to constipation. How many
sufferers realize this?
Most of them continually dose them
selves with sq-called laxative pills,
calomel, oil, purges and cathar
tics and force bowel action. To
do that is a mistake. It weak
ens the bowels and liver and
makes constant dosing neces
sary.
Why don’t you begin right to
day to overcome your constipation
and get your system in such shape
that constant drugging will be un
necessary? You can do so if you get
a 25c box of Nature's Remedy (NR
Tablets) and take one each night for
a week or so.
NR Tablets do much more than

merely cause pleasant, easy bowel ac
tion. Tills medicine acts upon the
digestive as well as eliminative or

gans—promotes good digestion, causes
the body to get the nourishment from
all the food you eat, gives you a good,
hearty appetite, strengthens the liver,
overcomes biliousness, regulates kid
ney and bowel action and gives the
whole body a thorough cleaning
out.
And NR does this without a
sign of griping, pain or un
pleasantness. It works gently,
but promptly and thoroughly.
In a few days you notice the
real result You begin to feel
that you are llvlpg again, with new
strength, new energy, vim and pep
and ginger.
You soon find your
bowels acting regularly without help.
Try Nature’s Remedy fNR Tablets)
and prove this. It is the best bowel
medicine that you can use and costs
only 25c per box. containing enough
to last twenty-five days. Nature's
Remedy INR Tablets) is sold, guar
anteed and recommended by your
druggist

Address ...............................................................................

C.-G.-1-18-20

.... ...................................
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I ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
I

ROCKLAND, MAINE
%

j

ESTABLISHED 1868

Deposits $2,265,152 49

H Deposits draw interest from first day of each month.
H Dividends for past two years have been at the rate
'
of 4% per annum.

I. L. SNOW CO.
We are equipped to make STEAM and GASO
LINE ENGINE REPAIRS, both marine and stationary.
Build and repair Boilers, Tanks and Smokestacks. Oxyacetelene Welding and Electric Welding.
We have a large stock of Steam Fittings, Pipe and
Boiler Plates.
*
SHIPWRIGHTS AND MARINE RAILWAYS

I.

L. SNOW CO.
Rockland, Maine

ALL KINDS OF

BUILDING MATERIAL

WHITNEY & BRACKETT, Druggists, Thomaston, Maine

TONIGHTTomorrow Alright
Get a 25e Box

W.

H. GLOVER CO.

